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T

he Tourist Guide to Asturias presents a
variety of leisure possibilities that you
can only find here, along with a number of
proposed routes throughout Asturias.
This publication aims to provide
comprehensive and practical information
about the region as a tourist destination.
The section Only in Asturias sets out fourteen
very different thematic proposals, whose only
common link is that each and every one of
them can only be carried out in Asturias, which
has features and possibilities that are different
from other destinations, including those close
by. These are completely exclusive options:
Only in Asturias is it possible to enjoy the travel
experiences presented in this Guide.
Also, under the heading Routes throughout
Asturias twenty-two routes throughout the
region are proposed, of different duration,
given that they can be for two, five or seven
days, and have been thought out with
different types of stays in mind, endeavouring

to cover the wide range of territorial options
in Asturias, as well as combining all the
experiences and sensations that no traveller
can miss on his/her visit to Asturias. They are
perfectly interchangeable and combinable
itineraries, and cater to the demands of
today’s traveller, increasingly more inclined
to make getaways. The idea of this guide
is that, whether you have more or less
time, there is always a route for you. The
getaways try to combine the optimization
of time available with theme and territorial
organization.
The Tourist Guide to Asturias is an
inspirational publication about trips and
experiences in the whole of Asturias, a
guide-summary of relevant information
about this region with its immense tourism
and leisure potential. All the news and
information about this #NaturalParadise
can be found online, through the new site
www.asturiastourism.co.uk

#asturias #tourist guide
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Asturias Paraíso Natural
Reservas de la Biosfera

Only in Asturias
Fitu Viewpoint. Parres

Asturias, a space with
panoramic views
Asturias is a land where you can walk, admire
and fly over it from the heights.
the nearness of the
sea to the mountains
is best exemplified in
the eastern region,
where the Cantabrian
mountains descend
to just 20 kilometres
from the beaches and
convert every corner
into a lookout point,
from which to become a
voyeur.
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In Asturias, there are an almost infinite number
of places with splendid views of the sea or the
mountains. An example, the lighthouses that dot the
coast and protect ships, or the mountain viewpoints
like Pedro Udaondo or that of Camarmeña, which
look out over the impressive slopes of the Picos
de Europa, or that of the Fitu, in Parres, the Alto de
la Garganta, in Taramundi, that of Xedrez, and in
Cangas del Narcea, the Rañadoiro pass…and many,
many more. Mention should also be made of Mount
Naranco, the summit of Oviedo, from where the
layout of Oviedo’s streets can be accurately drawn,
the tower of the Niemeyer Centre, which stands
on the Avilés estuary, and the Laboral Tower - the
highest in Asturias -, which has Gijón at its feet.

Tapia de Casariego
La Boriza Viewpoint. Llanes

A model coast
The Asturian coast is one of the best
preserved in the whole of Spain.
so much so that its purity makes the cliﬀs, the
level green coastline and the beaches a perfect
refuge for those who like untouched nature.

El Espartal Beach. Castrillón

In addition, their fishing villages – totalling almost twenty
along the three hundred and forty-five kilometres of coast
-, have grown, adopting impossible shapes, on hillsides
which shelter the ports, and even remember the days
when they were whaling docks, landing points for kings
and a shelter from storms.
Along the coast, the traveller will find natural
monuments, biosphere reserves and even the first
protected marine reserve, “El Cachucho”. From east to west,
the fishing villages form attractive tourist enclaves where
you can enjoy the landscape, the atmosphere, the food and
sea sports, among other possibilities.
#asturias #tourist guide
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An attractive metropolitan area
A gift for the traveller in central Asturias, three cities: Oviedo
- the capital of Asturias -, Gijón and Avilés, equidistant from
each other and well communicated.
together they make up a
first-class cultural, tourist
and commercial area,
with many inducements
for leisure and with the
charm of the Asturian
rural countryside nearby.

Oviedo has the air of a capital, with a unique
historical district, a prestigious opera cycle, a
famous Museum of Fine Arts, and a magnificent
pre-Romanesque showcase, declared to be a
World Heritage site. Meanwhile, Gijón, linked
to contemporary culture and modernity
with its film festival, its musical and literary
competitions, it’s theatres and cultural
equipment, etc. is an example of a city open
to the sea. Avilés has one of the biggest and
best preserved historical centres of Asturias.
What was once a famous medieval city, is a city
open to modernity today, with its industrial
traces, its avant garde architecture, the nautical
environment of its estuary, its commercial areas,
festive atmosphere and seafood cuisine.

Spain Square. Avilés
Fontán Square. Oviedo

Revillagigedo Palace. Gijón
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San Salvador de Valdediós Church. Villaviciosa

A paradise with
unique art
Asturias is a paradise with unique
art, where creativity and the
entrepreneur spirit have been
present since its origin.
So, the Palaeolithic cave art of this region indicates not just
the existence of inhabitants but the spirit of improvement
of warm, affable and sensitive people, which inspired a
unique art, through paintings and engravings made
thousands of years ago, and whose evidence in five
Asturian caves has been recognised by the UNESCO as
a World heritage: Tito Bustillo, in Ribadesella; El Pindal,
in Ribadedeva; La Peña, in Candamo; La Covaciella, in
Cabrales; and Llonín, in Peñamellera Alta.
The unique art of Asturias has another of its
benchmarks in pre-Romanesque art, also known as
Asturian Art - that which emerged with the Asturian
monarchy -, and also recognised by the UNESCO, which
has declared Santa María del Naranco, San Miguel de Lillo,
the La Foncalada fountain, the Holy Chamber of Oviedo
Cathedral, San Julián de los Prados and Santa Cristina de
Lena, to be World Heritage sites.

Holy Chamber of the Oviedo Cathedral

#asturias #tourist guide
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Teito (stone dwelling with thatched roof ). Somiedo Natural Park

unforgettable journey
to the heart of the
Biosphere
Asturias is a Natural Paradise. This has
been its slogan since 1986, that with
which tourists identify it, and of which
the Asturians feel proud.
the renowned natural paradise is a reality
as can be proved by the numbers: a third
of Asturias’s territory is environmentally
protected.
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For this reason the traveller encounters beautiful
untouched landscapes, among which stand out six
gems, the six biosphere reserves recognised by the
UNESCO. Picos de Europa has been a National Park
since 1918 and is noted for its zigzag orography. The
first Asturian biosphere reserve was the MuniellosFuentes del Narcea reserve, recognised as such in
2000, which has the largest oak woods in Spain and is
the habitat of brown bears. Somiedo, also the habitat
of bears and capercaillies, is also known for its teitos
– straw-roofed constructions where humans and
livestock lived together -, and high mountain lakes.
Oscos-Eo, a region of great ethnographic richness.
Redes, which extends from the edge of the Nalón and
is made up of wooded areas and meadows. The most
recent reserve to be recognised as such is that of Las
Ubiñas-La Mesa (2012), which comprises the councils
of Teverga, Quirós and Lena.

Bears. Proaza

Ercina Lake. Cangas de Onís

An ideal habitat for
protected species
Protected by the rugged Asturian mountains,
species of wild animals survive, which, until
recently, were in danger of extinction.
Outstanding among them are the brown bear and the capercaillie. The
deep beech woods of the southwest and the dense oak woods - in the
case of the bears -, and the meadows of the Alto Nalón - in the case of
the capercaillies – are the natural habitat of these species.
Particularly striking is the case of the bears Paca and Tola, the two
sisters who live in the Casa del Oso (bear house) enclosure, in Proaza,
where it is possible to see them living in circumstances similar to the
natural habitat for this species, and who have become a great tourist
attraction. Nature lovers who go deep into the Fuentes del Narcea,
Degaña e Ibias, Muniellos, Somiedo, Teverga and Picos de Europa Nature
Reserves, perhaps will get a glimpse of their everyday life, their tracks, their
food supply, their shelter… and what is guaranteed is full immersion in a
unique natural environment.
#asturias #tourist guide
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paths of spirituality and relics with their
two bastions: oviedo Cathedral and the
sanctuary of Covadonga.

Covadonga. Cangas de Onís

Between the sky and
the earth
Asturias has an undoubted attraction for those
travellers who trust in religious tourism as a
way of discovering new worlds.
San Salvador Cathedral. Oviedo
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Under its protection, paths for pilgrims have been
mapped out, its heritage has been preserved
and festivities have been organized. The Holy
Chamber houses the most treasured treasures of
Oviedo Cathedral: the Victory Cross and the Cross
of the Angels, the Agate Casket and the Holy Ark,
in which are stored relics like the Holy Sudarium.
The cathedral is also the confluence point of two
different routes of the Way of St James. From many
points of Asturias, different pilgrims paths have
been established around Covadonga, a place of
legend where tradition has it that Pelayo, thanks
to the mediation of the Virgin, won the battle that
began to tip the balance towards the Christian side
during the Reconquest. This complex structure was
completed by outstanding chapels, monasteries
of great architectural value, like that of Corias, now
converted into a Parador Nacional (state-run tourist
hotel), vicarages, churches, lodgings, etc.

Cutlery Museum. Taramundi

made in Asturias
Made in Asturias or, as it is said in
Asturian, ‘fecho n’Asturies’ has a close
connection with traditional trades.
A connection, both in the field of art and the most
innovative and creative crafts, that drink from
traditional sources, as in the field of ethnography,
where the horreos (raised granaries), cabazos,
teitos and other typical constructions appear as
a mixture of ingenuity, survival, adaptation to the
environment and human creativity that, even today,
generates surprise and interest among the more
sensitive travellers.
In Asturias today, outside the ethnographic
museums and the interpretation centres, live some
of these craftsmen who still produce pieces of
great quality, made by hand, with local materials
and large doses of patience and wisdom inherited
from the oral and written tradition. Cesteiros
(basket makers), cunqueiros (wood utensil-makers),
madreñeros (clogmakers), rederas (net-makers),
ferreiros (smiths), cutlery and jet craftsmen, wood
carvers and potters – including black ceramics -, etc.
keep their workshops open. Many have the doors
of their house and their workshop wide open for
the traveller’s enjoyment. You just have dig around
and stroll about to find these anonymous heroes,
transmitters of an intangible heritage, essential to
be able to understand and enjoy a destination.

Camino de Santiago (Way of St. James) at Carreño

the asturian king who
created the Way of st James
The medieval chroniclers reported that back in
the 9th century the king Alfonso II The Chaste
decided to leave his court, in Oviedo, to visit the
tomb of Saint James.
AIt had just been discovered in a place, then known as Iria Flavia.
Once he had confirmed the veracity of the find, he ordered a
church to be built there.
Alfonso II little imagined the scope and significance of that
decision, which made him the first pilgrim in history to travel to
Santiago de Compostela, creating a path of spiritual devotion
that reached Europe and has continued until today: the Camino
Primitivo, which begins in Oviedo and stretches to the western
boundaries of the region. So much so, that the pilgrims road
to Santiago de Compostela is, today, one of the world’s great
cultural itineraries, declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
Asturias is part of the Way of St. James in its own right and as
a founding member, and here the Route offers different options:
the Coastal Way or Camino de la Costa and the Original Way or
Camino Primitivo (both declared Heritage of Cultural Interest)
and the connections: the Salvador Way (French-Original Way),
the Costal Way-Original Way and the Original Way-Coastal Way.
#asturias #tourist guide
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Exhibition and Congress Palace. Oviedo

An architectural
heritage that
combines tradition
and innovation
Asturias preserves its civil and
religious architectural heritage
and its industrial heritage while
combining them with innovation.
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Laboral, City of Culture, in Gijón; the Niemeyer Centre in Avilés;
and the Exhibition and Congress Palace in Oviedo (the work
of Santiago Calatrava), are examples of this conciliatory spirit
of the Asturians, who have known how to promote the best
of their past and integrate it into modernity.
A step away from the pre-Romanesque churches is
the modern steel building by Calatrava, which rises even
higher than the cathedral. The Niemeyer Centre, a work by
the Brazilian Oscar Niemeyer, emerges above the estuary of
Aviles, a symbol of the Spanish iron and steel industry in former
times. To the east of Gijón, is located the Laboral, designed in
the 1950s as a technical university, inspired by the imperial
style of San Lorenzo del Escorial, and today converted into an
educational, tourist and cultural centre.

the kingdom of coal
and steel
Asturias, an ancient Iberian kingdom,
had, since its genesis, a privileged core
that enabled humanity to survive the last
great ice age.
Since then, the sap of the subsoil has
been coveted in all ages and cultural
stages, from the Romans until now.
In the Industrial Revolution, its geological wealth converted
the region into a real coal and steel kingdom, an historical
moment which has left an impressive intellectual and
social hereditary legacy. The industrial heritage of Asturias
has passed, but it is present. Many installations have been
recovered so that the new generations do not forget
their origin and so that the traveller can enjoy a different
type of leisure, where he can choose the iron, steel or
coal footsteps that he prefers to step in. In the catalogue
of alternatives are, among others, the mining village of
Bustiello, the Ecomuseum of Samuño, the Mine Museum
of Arnao, the Museum of Mining, Iron and Steel Industry
and the Railway Museum, etc.
Niemeyer Centre. Avilés
Samuño Ecomuseum. Langreo

#asturias #tourist guide
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the only cider in
the world that is
poured

In the juice of the apple, the Asturians have not just
their local drink, but also a cultural element that
forms part of their way of seeing life, an umbrella
beneath which territories are joined together, and
even a sign of identity.

In the year 60BC, Estrabon,
the Greek traveller and writer,
cited cider without ever
having tried it. Today this
would almost be a sacrilege.

The sensation of pouring cider, for example, is a unique
experience, which is experienced in a special way in
Asturias because it is the only cider making region in
which this playful-gastronomic ‘ritual’ is carried out.
Among barrels, cider parties are held and we learn, step by
step, the stages of production. There are more and more
‘llagares’ (cider inns) and pomaradas (orchards) which can
be visited, and more companies that offer cider routes,
where you not only experience the production process
but also the sociology and the culture of cider, closely
linked to the Asturian rural world, without forgetting, of
course, that there is an interesting and interactive Cider
Museum in Nava and an active holiday calendar with
events connected to cider, like the cider festivals of Gijón,
Nava and Villaviciosa.
Espicha (Asturian dinner) in Traditional Llagar (cider mill)
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Wine Harvest. Cangas del Narcea

Cabrales Cheese Cave

Heroic viticulture
of medieval origin
When we head towards southwest
Asturias we encounter a
surprisingly diﬀerent landscape.
Mountains rising to infinity and winding roads
racing towards their shelter, where their tiers
appear and we get our first impression of that
heroic mountain viticulture that is practiced
in Asturias and which constitutes a unique
spectacle.
They may look like simple terraces
capriciously won from the abyss, but you just
have to sharpen your gaze to see in their soil the
vineyards that stand up proudly, obvious proof
that we have entered wine country. On slate
soil, these stocks are more than eighty years
old. The wine from the grapes they produce
is what gives its name to the brand, Vino de
Calidad de Cangas (Cangas quality wine). The
Wine Museum in Cangas del Narcea tells the
history of this wine growing sector, which has a
long tradition in this district, which includes the
municipalities of Cangas del Narcea, Allande,
Grandas de Salime, Illano, Pesoz, Degaña, Ibias
and some areas belonging to Tineo , and which
had its origin in the Middle Ages. A culture
linked to traditional trades like the tixileiros and
cunqueiros, craftsmen who made the cachos’ –
bowls – from which the wine was drunk.

the great cantabrian
pantry
If Asturias is a paradise for the senses, you
will never forget the sense of taste.
In this region the cult of the palate can be perceived
by the fact that practically everything is celebrated,
commemorated, remembered or enjoyed around a
table covered with a tablecloth.
The green Asturian terrain is a symbol of fertility, food from
a rich fertile land and pasture for cattle producing their
famous meat and milk. More than three hundred kilometres
of coastline and some of the best Cantabrian ports guarantee
excellent fish and shellfish cuisine. It can be said, therefore,
that Asturias is a true natural pantry.
The raw materials were and still are a source of inspiration
for cooks. The fabada (rich stew of beans, pork, etc.), cider
and rice pudding are some of the most identifying products
and dishes of Asturian gastronomy. But a more detailed
view discovers chosco, butiello and androlla, sabadiego,
pote, stuffed onions, game, cachopo of veal, salmon, seaurchins, crabs, and, of course, a great variety of cheeses.
Not for nothing is Asturias the first cheese-producing area
in Europe, and four of its cheeses have a P.O.D. - Cabrales,
Gamonedo, Afuega’lPitu and Casín -. In addition, Asturias is
an ideal region for gastro-experiences, where you can just as
easily visit a cave full of Cabrales cheese or a vineyard high up
in the mountains, to give just some examples.
#asturias #tourist guide
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2-day route
16 the cradle of the “ferreiros”
17 Between capes. from Cape Vidio
to Cape Busto
18 the Asturian “el Dorado”
19 the “Indiano” views over the
river nalón
20 the dream of steel
21 oviedo, pre-romanesque and
the Bear Valleys
22 Cape peñas and its surroundings
23 gijón and the nora river
meadowlands
24 the dinosaur coast
25 the allure of eastern Asturias
in the picos de europa

5-day route
26 Hill fort culture and the navia river History park
28 Bold viticulture in a Biosphere reserve
30 the memory of rome on the Camín real
de la mesa
32 the Central mountains or the “olympus of Cycling”
34 the heart of mining
36 Cider, the drink that strabo promoted
38 through the sueve range and ponga nature park
40 the infinite charm of the picos de europa
42 the soul of the Americas in ribadesella,
Llanes and Colombres
44 Asturias, with the family

Routes by Asturias
14

Cudillero

7-day route
46 the roots of Asturias
49 sea and mountains, a unique
blend

#asturias #tourist guide
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Os Teixois Ethnographic Centre. Taramundi

DAY 1

R

Mazo de Mazonovo Museum. Santa Eulalia de Oscos

The cradle of the
“ferreiros”
2 days
tHe nAturAL BorDer BetWeen AsturIAs
AnD gALICIA is the eo river, a watercourse
that separates provinces, but which provides
structure to the oscos-eo World Biosphere
reserve. on the Asturian side of this reserve are
taramundi and the three boroughs that carry
the epithet “de oscos”: santa eulalia, Villanueva
and san martín. Villages of forges and
blacksmiths, market gardens and simple life.

N-640

AS-21
TARAMUNDI
AS-11
Os Teixois
AS-27

VILLANUEVA
SAN MARTÍN

SANTA EULALIA
El Mazonovo
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AS-13
Ferreira

DAY 2

T

Paisaje Mundial
de la Biosfera Oscos-Eo

Río Eo

ural tourism in Asturias was conceived in Taramundi. If only
for this reason, the village is worth a visit. As well as for its rich
ethnography and renowned hand-crafted knives. First off, the traveller
to this village will discover the Church of San Martín and the “Carbayo
de Poyo”, a curious wood carving. At the end of the rectory hill can
be found the first rural hotel in Spain, “La Rectoral”. Theme museums
are the next stop on this tour. A kilometre walk from the centre is the
museum of traditional knife-making, a privately-run centre that traces
the history and techniques of this craft. Also within a kilometre, though
towards Mazonovo this time, is the largest Mills Museum in Spain,
which displays 19 exhibits in a truly beautiful complex. The Teixois
Ethnographic Site is some four kilometres away, which makes taking
the car a good idea. This farmstead has numerous hydraulic devices,
from a water-driven forge hammer to a grinding wheel.
In the afternoon, culture gives way to nature. Depending on your
physical condition and tastes, you can choose from among a wide
range of hiking trails. Two of these are the 14-km Water Trail, which
can be covered in four and a half hours, and The Smiths’ Trail, only 6
kilometres long, which requires about two and a half hours walking.

he three boroughs of Los Oscos form the route for the second
day. Just as you enter Villanueva, you encounter the imposing
Monastery of Santa María, with its 12th-century church. Just over
a kilometre further on, in Santa Eufemia, you can visit the Bread
Ecomuseum (open in summer and at Easter) to get to know the entire
process of bread-making. The next stop, San Martín, is just a quarter
of an hour drive from Villanueva on the AS-13. This spot is home to
the Guzmanes Family House, a listed building of cultural interest that
currently houses the town hall. You can also enter the parish church or
visit the outside of the Mon Mansion.
Santa Eulalia takes up the last afternoon in the Eo Biosphere
Reserve. The Marquis of Sargadelos Birthplace Museum is in Ferreirela
de Baxo and also very close, just 3 kilometres from here, is the Mazonovo
smithy. You can also knock on the doors of the old traditional knifemaking workshops, as many of their owners will give a demonstration
on request. Those who wish to make the most of the time they have
here can even head for Seimeira Waterfall. This is an 8-km round trip
starting out in Santa Eulalia, suitable for doing with children who are
in the stage of discovering nature.

Vidio Cape. Cudillero

Between capes.
From Cape Vidio
to Cape Busto

Port of Luarca . Valdés

2 days
VALDÉs AnD CuDILLero, land of
seafarers and mountain herdsmen
(known as vaqueiros), constitute the most
authentic blend of sea and mountains that
can be found in the heart of Asturias: high
mountain meadows called brañas and
mountain passes that fed its inhabitants,
giving them an identity of their own
diﬃcult to understand if you do not know
their houses perched on sheer cliﬀs.
Cabo Vidio
Cabo Busto
LUARCA
Reserva Natural
de Barayo

N-632

Cadavedo

Oviñana

CUDILLERO

Soto
de Luiña
A-8

El Pito

DAY 1

T

he route begins in Cudillero, one of
the most picturesque harbours, with a
natural amphitheatre of houses that visitors
immediately find eye-catching. It is best to
park your car in the harbour and set out from
there to walk around the steep streets, breath
permitting. The best thing to do is to wander
through the streets of this fishing town and visit

its scenic balconies, but in a certain order. One
option is to follow the handrail painted in blue
that zigzags between fishermen’s houses. The
Pixuetos and the Sea Educational Exhibition,
inside the old wholesale fish market, and The
Fisherman mural by the painter Casaus are the
perfect complement to the route.
The afternoon is reserved for the Selgas
Estate Mansion. Located in El Pito, just two
kilometres from Cudillero, the estate is made up
of gardens safeguarding the buildings. Inside,
the mansion houses an exclusive collection of
art that the Selgas-Fagalde family donated to
the people of Asturias. Prior booking is required
to visit the estate. The journey continues west
from there on the Autovía del Cantábrico dual
carriageway (A-8). In Soto de Luiña, you can visit
a collection of building comprising of a church
and rectory declared of cultural interest. The
last stop of the day, less than 5 miles away in
Oviñana, will be Cape Vidio, with its 80-metrehigh cliffs and lighthouse.

DAY 2

T

he second day will try to distil in just a
few hours the essence of Valdés, whose
borough capital is Luarca. This time, the trip
will run from west to east. The first visit of the
day will be to Barayo Nature Reserve, which is
accessed from the westernmost end of Otur.
The landscape combines the beach, a dune
system and salt marshes at the mouth of the
river. You need to leave your car in one of the
purpose built car parks at each end of the
beach and visit the spot on foot. From nature to
the paved streets of Luarca, where three distinct
areas can be found. First, the oldest part of the
town, the fishermen’s quarter, with three typical
neighbourhoods (Cambaral, Carril and the Fish
Market), forming an amphitheatre around the
harbour. Second, the affluent part of town,
which houses the town hall, park, Círculo Liceo
social club and some other Modernist style
buildings. And finally, the “Indiano” area, Villar,
in the high part of the coastal strip with all its
villas built at the end of the 19th century by
these returning emigrants who had made their
fortune in the Americas.
The final part of the day focuses on Cape
Busto, a perfect plain on which the lighthouse
stands, which is accessed from exit 462 of the
Autovía del Cantábrico dual carriageway, you
can visit by car or on foot, taking a path from
the village of Busto (7 kilometres), which is
circular passing through chestnut trees and
pastures and on to the cliffs.
#asturias #tourist guide
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The Asturian
“El Dorado”
2 days
tHese Are ruggeD, one might even say
hostile lands which have given shape to a
truly beautiful landscape. But the riches of
tineo and Allande are not just on the surface,
but deep underground, where hill fort
peoples had already found the gold which
the romans later systematically mined. the
perforated remains of these mines are still
visible today.

SALAS

Navelgas
A-217
Montefurado

Grandas de Salime

Pola de
Allande

A-217

La Espina
TINEO

Allande

OVIEDO
A-63

Tuña

DAY 1

T

he car is the best means of transport to undertake this
adventure. The tour takes you first to “Tuña”, which is
approximately an hour’s drive from Oviedo, first on the Autovía de
la Espina dual carriageway (A-63), then the AS-15 towards Cangas
del Narcea and finally the AS-310.This small village is famous for
its country houses, mansions and hórreos (raised granaries-cumstorehouses), besides being the birthplace of liberal general
Rafael del Riego. In just a short distance you can find Cabo del Río
Mansion and Flórez Valdés Mansion, as well as the Tower House
and the monument to the chosco, a hardy, cured sausage that
constitutes one of the foods most typical of the borough.
Back in the car, you then head for the borough capital on the
AS-215 towards Cangas de Narcea and then the AS-215 on the
right, which leads to Tineo in about 25 minutes. The millennial
town has preserved examples of rural architecture of great value,
so you can park the car and walk around the town, taking in the
town hall and Merás Mansion, Plaza de Las Campas, the original
Church of San Pedro and García Tineo Mansion. A little further
from the centre of town are the Chapels of San Roque and El
Viso. The neighbourhood of Cimadevilla is worth a mention apart.
Returning to the car, the tour continues on towards
Navelgas, located twenty-five kilometres away on the AS-217
(about a forty-minute drive). Navelgas is the gold centre of this
land, being home to the Asturias Gold Museum (MOA) and gold
18
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panning clubs, which organize world competitions. After
visiting the museum, you can follow the 3-kilometre (roundtrip) Gold Traces Trail, which starts from a recreational area that
is accessed via a path next to the petrol station. This trail takes
in ancient Roman mine workings.

DAY 2

T

he second day is reserved for Allande, a borough located
to the southwest of Tineo. From Navelgas, you reach Pola
de Allande on the AS-219, and the capital of this borough is
the starting point of the day’s tour. “La Puella” is a small town
boasting a number of hidden treasures. Its streets invite you
to discover Cienfuegos Mansion and “Indiano” villas built
by returning emigrants who had made their fortune in the
Americas. Only 7 kilometres away is San Martín de Beduelo.
Via a track accessible to cars, this village leads to San Chuis
Hill Fort, an example of the hill fort culture which is free of
charge to visit.
The journey continues in the afternoon along the AS14 towards Grandas de Salime to finally end in Montefurado.
Here you can find the Fana de la Freita Excavation and Xuan
Cave Site, which are also old gold mines. This point is also
on the Way of St James, so you can see a small stretch of the
pilgrim trail here.
Panning in the river. Tineo

House of “Indianos” (emigrants returning from the Americas)

Nalón River and San Esteban de Pravia. Muros de Nalón
CUDILLERO

El Aguilar
S. Esteban
Muros

A-8

The
“Indiano”
views
over the
River
Nalón
2 days
tHe moutH of tHe
rIVer nALÓn, the
longest and fastest
flowing river in Asturias,
is both a nexus and a
natural border between
pravia, soto del Barco
and muros de nalón,
three boroughs that
form a territory known
as Bajo nalón. It is a
land of fishermen,
of “Indianos”, whose
success in the Americas
remains reflected in
the ostentation of their
villas, and of farmers.

Somao

DAY 1

T

he trip into the territory begins in Pravia, the
most populous town in the lower reaches
of the River Nalón, whose historic quarter is a
listed Site of Cultural Interest. This site is divided
into two different areas which travellers can
explore on foot: the one surrounding the
Collegiate Church, including Moutas Mansion,
the square and the canons’ houses; and that
around the town hall, which is the oldest
section, including the town hall itself and some
palatial homes. Outside Pravia, the next stop is
the village of Santianes to visit an 8th-century
Pre-Romanesque church and its museum. The
traveller can get there quickly and comfortably
in the car on the AS-224, or enjoy a very scenic
walk, which starts out from Salcedo industrial
estate, situated at the entrance to Pravia from the
AS-16. The flat trail is 8 kilometres long (roundtrip) and runs parallel to the river.
In the afternoon, you can continue on
towards the sea, with a stop in Soto del Barco,
an urban area consisting of single family
homes. The Clarín Theatre, the town hall and
the La Magdalena site, a collection of Indiano
villas scattered along a stretch of the N-632,
are perfect tourist attractions. The end of the
day will feature San Juan de la Arena, just two
kilometres from Soto. The elver is one of the
main catches at this fishing port, which still
preserves its original fish market, dating back
to the early 20th century. On the edge of
the village, Los Quebrantos Beach is ideal for
surfing due to its powerful waves.

AS-224

PIEDRAS
Los Quebrantos BLANCAS
San Juan
de la Arena
Soto

N-632

Santianes
PRAVIA

Río Narcea

Río Narcea
AS-347

AS-16

DAY 2

S

omao, west of Soto del Barco on the N-632,
is the first destination on the second day. It
is distinguished by the high density of Indianostyle buildings, the best known of which is La
Torre House, in addition to the Opera Omnia art
gallery and its hórreos and paneras, two kinds
of raised granaries-cum-storehouses, which
are privately owned. Just a kilometre and a
half away is Muros de Nalón, where travellers
can admire the façade of the town hall, the
cultural centre, the parish church, the Marquis
of Valdecarzana Mansion.
The final section of the trip is an excursion
along the spectacular trail of scenic balconies
that starts out from El Aguilar Beach and
runs along the coastal strip to end in the saltwater pools in San Esteban de Pravia, offering
panoramic views of the mouth of the River
Nalón. The path, which is 5 kilometres long (each
way), is not at all diﬃcult, but is not suitable for
pushchairs as there are steps on some stretches.
#asturias #tourist guide
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“Playón de Bayas” Beach. Castrillón

Sabugo Square. Avilés

The dream of steel
2 days
Playón
de Bayas

Los Quebrantos
Cudillero
A-8

Arnao

S. Juan de la
Arena
Muros
SOTO

AVILÉS
PIEDRAS
BLANCAS Emb. de
Trasona

N-632

LIKe no otHer, tHe
terrItorY of AVILÉs
eXempLIfIes the past,
present and future
of Asturias. Due to
its working-class and
steelworks tradition, of
which a multitude of
industrial archaeological
remains and smoking
chimneys still exist; due to
its ability to reinvent itself
and emerge from the crisis
as a modern territory that
knows how to preserve
its heritage; and due to
its cultural, avant-garde
dreams.
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AS-19

A-8

Río Narcea
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Espartal
Salinas

Centre. Located right on the estuary, it forms
an architectural ensemble designed by Brazilian
Oscar Niemeyer, with three different buildings
situated around a public plaza.
After lunch, it’s worth getting behind
the wheel to head deeper into the territory.
Pay a visit to Trasona Reservoir, which can be
accessed from the AS-19 regional road. This
kilometre-wide reservoir was built by Ensidesa
Steelworks in the 1950s. Although it initially
had an industrial use, it is now a leisure area,
ideal for practising water sports. Professional
canoeists and rowers train in its waters and
many international championships are held
here. Back in the car, you can return to the
surroundings of Avilés and follow the AS-237
road to wander through the beautiful villages of
Illas, land of the famous La Peral cheese, which
takes its name from a small village.

DAY 1

DAY 2

T

T

he old quarter of Avilés, with a must detour
towards the estuary to visit the Niemeyer
Cultural Centre, is well worth a morning.
Starting and finishing in Plaza de España, where
the town hall is located, the traveller can make
a foray into the old quarter which has been
a listed Historic-Artistic Site since 1955. The
walk can proceed along San Francisco and
Galiana Streets, to contemplate the Caños
de San Francisco Fountain, the Marquis de
Ferrera Mansion, the Church of St Nicholas of
Bari, Ferrera Park and the Museum of Urban
History in La Ferrería Street. La Cámara Street
houses Maqua Mansion, while Armando Palacio
Valdés Street, named after the Asturian writer,
accommodates an imposing theatre bearing
the same name, where plays are premiered
nationally. The next stop is the Niemeyer

he second day in the territory will be
marked by the sea and the mine, a
combination which also defines Asturias.
Salinas, which boasts a magnificent promenade
from the Philippe Cousteau Anchor Museum to
El Espartal Beach, is protected by a grey and
white Quaternary dune formation that has been
declared a Natural Monument. Salinas is also
one of Asturias’ surfing meccas. Near Salinas, the
Arnao Underground Mine Museum includes a
descent into the actual pit that was mined.
The late afternoon can be reserved to
discover the region’s longest beach. Bayas
Beach, situated in the westernmost point of
Castrillón, near the airport, is a continuation
of Los Quebrantos Beach. Together, these two
beaches are almost 4 kilometres in length and
also include protected dunes.

Senda del Oso (The bear path). Teverga

DAY 1

A
Santa María del Naranco. Oviedo

Oviedo,
Pre-Romanesque
and the Bear Valleys
2 days
oVIeDo Is stAteLY. the traveller comes face to face
with the history of oviedo at every step, with elements
of a unique architectural style, an old quarter that is
a veritable example of conservation and a shopperfriendly pedestrian district in the city centre. And, just
a short drive away, a rural area where centre stage is
occupied by the Cantabrian brown bear.
OVIEDO
N-634

A-63

Soto
Trubia

Las Caldas
Tuñón
Río Trubia

AS-228
Senda del Oso
Río Teverga

Villanueva
Proaza
La Gamonal

Caranga
Senda del Oso
AS-229

San Martín
San Salvador

Parque Natural
Las Ubiñas-La Mesa

Bárzana
Sta. Marina

good starting point for getting to know Oviedo is its PreRomanesque heritage. Foncalada Fountain, in Gascona Street,
is one example. You can then visit the Church of San Julian de los
Prados, in Selgas Street, and continue your walk enjoying the grassy
areas around the church. You then need to head up to Mount Naranco
to discover the Churches of Santa María and San Miguel de Lillo (check
on seasonal opening times). These are four kilometres from the city
centre, so the car is a good option here and will also allow you to drive
up to the top of the mountain.
The afternoon is a perfect time for walking. A good starting point
for a first walk around the city is the RENFE railway station, housed in a
building dating from 1874.The station opens onto Uría Street, the main
shopping thoroughfare. At the end of this urban axis can be found
San Francisco Park, on the right, and Plaza de la Escandalera, on the
left. From this square, you can glimpse the beginning of Pelayo Street,
with the Campoamor Theatre, where the Princess of Asturias Awards
Ceremony is held. Opposite, Fruela Street and the seat of the Regional
Parliament. As you enter San Francisco Street, you will discover the
University of Oviedo’s historic building and Plaza Porlier, which houses
Camposagrado Palace. The square leads to the Cathedral. The street off
to the right leads to the Corrada del Obispo, which houses the Bishop’s
Palace, and after a brief foray into Plaza de Paraguas, the tour continues
to the Palacio del Sol or Inclán Mansion and the Fontán Marketplace,
an ideal spot to take a break.

DAY 2

Y

ou have two different options for the second day, both linked to
the countryside. One option is to spend the day walking from
the city to the village of Las Caldas, famous for its hot springs and golf,
taking the Fuso de la Reina Path, which begins in the so-called Winter
Park and totals 16 kilometres (there and back).
The second involves getting behind the driving wheel to head
out into the Bear Valleys, which are 20 kilometres (a half-hour drive)
from Oviedo. The Bear’s Trail is the perfect route to get to know the
surrounding countryside. Built on an old railroad, it is 33 kilometres
long and can be done on foot or by bicycle (available for rent). You
can also do just a short stretch of the trail (6 kilometres) to the Bear
Enclosure, where two bears live after being rescued from poachers.
The afternoon can be spent visiting the Prehistory Park in Teverga,
a museum devoted to Upper Palaeolithic art, the Collegiate Church
of San Pedro or Huerta Cave. It is also worth visiting the Quirós
Ethnographic Museum, to discover how the rural people of Asturias
lived and worked the land over the last two centuries.
#asturias #tourist guide
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DAY 1

T

Peñas Cape. Gozón

Xivares Beach. Carreño

Cape Peñas
and its
surroundings
2 days

stICKIng out In tHe
seA LIKe A speArHeAD,
Cape peñas is the
northernmost point
of Asturias. It is a land
rising above sheer cliﬀs,
swept by the northern
winds. from the sea,
it has the appearance
of a giant pierced by
underwater caves, with
dizzying cliﬀs rising to
a coastal strip made up
of green meadows that
end unexpectedly, all
overlooked by some
of the most unique
lighthouses and fishing
villages. A land like this
builds character.

Cabo Peñas
Bañugues

Verdicio

GO-1

AS-328

Bañugues
LUANCO

Xagó
AS-238
N-632

A-8

Xivares
AS-118

AVILÉS

GIJÓN
A-8
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Xivares

o the east, the borough of Carreño and its
capital: Candás. It’s a good idea to park your
car, because this is a town to savour on foot. A good
starting point to understand its idiosyncrasies is the
harbour. From this cove, you can head up to the
Chapel of San Antonio and to the lighthouse with its
spectacular views. Halfway up is the Antón Museum,
located in the Plaza de El Cueto. Both inside and
around the grounds, you can see the works of local
sculptor Antonio García Rodríguez. Strolling inland,
you come to Les Conserveres Park, a green lung of
over 7,000 square metres. In the old cistern of the B.
Alfageme Cannery and Cider Factory, an exhibition
on the canning industry is a reminder of what was
one of the economic engines of the city.
The afternoon invites you to head out of town.
If you are fairly fit and have an interest in literature,
you can choose to do the Clarín Route, in Carreño,
walking in the footsteps of the author of La Regenta,
Leopoldo Alas “Clarín”. This trail, of medium diﬃculty,
has a total length of 14 kilometres, but is divided into
3 parts (not connected to each other) which reveal
three of the settings described in three of Clarín’s
works: Doña Berta, Viaje Redondo and Boroña. This is
a unique literary-tourist experience.

DAY 2

L

uanco, the borough capital of Gozón, is the
starting point for the second day of the tour.
Fitted out with comfortable shoes, you can start
the tour at the Maritime Museum, in Gijón Street, to
then head for La Ribera Beach, the Clock Tower, the
old harbour and the Church of Santa María, which
withstands the sea winds. The visit continues along
the promenade, where you eventually come to
some steps. These are the starting point of another
coastal path. For the less daring, there is a small park
perched above the sea at the beginning of the path.
Those who want more adventure can continue on to
Bañugues, four kilometres away.
The end of the excursion, now in the afternoon,
brings you to Cape Peñas and its protected
landscape, including cliffs, trails and scenic balconies
which will remain fixed in your mind’s eye. The most
direct road from Luanco is the GO-1. The lighthouse,
which has an interpretation centre on the ground
floor, will also serve as a “guiding light” for the drive.
From Cape Peñas, you can then take the AS-238 to
continue the tour along the west coast of Gozón,
with unforgettable sunsets on the coastal strip
overhanging the sea in Verdicio or along the white
sand dunes of Xagó Beach.

San Cucao Castle. Llanera
Marina. Gijón

Gijón and the
Nora River
meadowlands
2 days
gIJÓn Is seA, CuLture AnD InDustrY.
gijón is sport, heritage and villages.
the most populated city in Asturias is
a tourist resort that has known how
to embrace travellers without losing
its essence. on the outskirts of gijón,
heading inland towards the centre of
the region, lies the territory known as
Comarca del nora, taking its name from
the river running through it, which has
accumulated many stories of pilgrims and
traders due to its strategic location.

GIJÓN
A-8
AS-246

La Camocha

Lugo de A-66
Llanera
Posada
Urb.
La Fresneda
Lugones
La Corredoria

OVIEDO

NOREÑA
A-64

AS-1
POLA
DE SIERO

DAY 1

Y

ou need a full day with a busy agenda to begin savouring Gijón. You can start
your tour at Poniente Beach, reclaimed from the sea, where the Aquarium is
located. Then on to the marina, overlooked by a modern seawater therapy centre;
Plaza de Revillagigedo, and the short climb up to Cimadevilla, the old quarter of
the town, with Santa Catalina Headland, towering over the sea, and its Elogy of
the Horizon sculpture by Eduardo Chillida. The climb back down the hill to the
Church of San Pedro affords a view the kilometre-and-a-half-long San Lorenzo
Beach, which is bordered by a promenade that follows the coastline right out
into the countryside. Once you have discovered the sea, it’s time to head inland
to the Plaza del Instituto and then on to the shopping precinct formed by Corrida
and Moros Streets, Plaza de Europa, Paseo de Begoña, and the Jovellanos Theatre.
In the afternoon, the excellent bus network becomes the best option to head
out into the surrounding countryside to visit the Botanic Gardens, where four
different bus lines stop (1, 2, 18 and 26). Just a few minutes’ walk from the Botanic
Gardens, Laboral City of Culture is a magnificent example of how a sizeable building
complex built in Franco’s time has been reconverted into modern, dynamic, cultural
facilities.

DAY 2

T

he Comarca del Nora requires the use of a car and at least a full day. The more
romantic travellers can leave Gijón to head to Pola de Siero via the former road
bringing coal from the mining valleys, known as the Carretera Carbonera (AS-246),
and discover a network of villages. The more practical have the modern equivalent
in dual carriageway form, called the Autovía Minera (AS-1), at their disposition for a
faster, easier drive. Pola de Siero is a small town where you can see the Marquis of
Santa Cruz Mansion, the neighbourhood of Les Campes, the Church of San Pedro,
with murals painted by Casimiro Baragaña, and a unique marketplace, an example
of early 20th-century Asturian architecture designed by Ildefonso Sánchez del Río.
The tour continues on just 5 kilometres to the west of Pola de Siero to Noreña,
where you can discover Miraflores Mansion, the Ecce Homo Chapel and the centre
of this county town, with its rich cuisine based on pork products.
In the afternoon, you must take the A-64 towards Oviedo, continue on the
A-66 in the direction of Gijón and take the Lugones exit if you want to discover
the final area of the region: Llanera. Before reaching its capital, Posada, where the
square called “Plaza de La Habana” can be found, it is worth visiting the Fernando
Alonso Museum in La Morgal, which combines part of the history of the Asturian
Formula 1 driver, with more than 270 exhibits, and a spectacular karting circuit. A
few kilometres further on is Arlós and its Romanesque Church and the Tower of
los Valdés, located in San Cucao.
#asturias #tourist guide
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The Dinosaur
Coast
2 days
Rodiles Beach. Villaviciosa

DAY 1

V

illaviciosa comprises a charming little town, which combines
contemporary architecture with more unique stately
buildings. Travellers can start their expedition in this town before
heading on to the Dinosaur Trail. The route includes La Ballina
Park, the remains of the medieval walls, the birthplace of 19thcentury politician, historian and writer José Caveda y Nava, the
interior of the marketplace or Los Valdés Mansion.
There are no dinosaur footprints in Valdediós, but it deserves
a detour to admire the Monastery of Santa Maria and San Salvador
Church, so-called “El Conventín” (the small convent), which was
built in the 9th century and comprises one of the finest examples
of Asturian Pre-Romanesque.
In the afternoon, the tour heads westward from Villaviciosa
on the AS-256 to follow the first trail of dinosaur footprints. The
first stop is Merón Beach, which you get to by taking the turning
to Argüero. The tracks of a sauropod, consisting of 20 footprints,
are preserved on this beach. On the way back to Villaviciosa,
we can take a detour onto the VV-5 road in the direction of the
well-known and picturesque marine village of Tazones, heralded
a Historical Site of Interest. Its high-quality fish, sea-food and
traditional recipes have earned it a good name. Next we follow
the local road which offers wonderful views of the Rodiles beach,
the Villaviciosa estuary and the El Puntal Port.

Jurassic Museum of Asturias (MUJA). Colunga

You onLY neeD to Let Your ImAgInAtIon
fLY and cast your gaze to where gigantic beings
trod millions of years ago. this simple action
carries the traveller back through time and
space to a coastal land that was then populated
by dinosaurs. Villaviciosa and Colunga are two
coastal boroughs in eastern Asturian known for
their beaches, cider and heritage, but also for the
footprints of these prehistoric creatures.

DAY 2

T

Merón
Argüero

Tazones
Oles

Playa de Rodiles
El Puntal
Ría de Villaviciosa AS-257

AS-256

Lastres

N-632
A-8

A-8
VILLAVICIOSA
AS-258

Río Libardón

A-64
Liberdón
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La Griega
COLUNGA
N-632

he second day of the tour takes you eastward. Colunga is
the next borough capital and is accessed via the Autovía del
Cantábrico dual carriageway. It has grown around the Church of
San Cristobal, the Alonso Covián family home, the marketplace
and the Chapel of Santa Ana. This is a good spot to get your
strength back before facing the dinosaurs. After a walk through
the streets, you need to get into the car and take the AS-257
towards Lastres in order to reach the Jurassic Museum, located
on a hill with spectacular views of the coast and structured to
enable you to get to know these creatures which became extinct
millions of years ago.
With all this information freshly imprinted on your mind, the
best place to head for next is La Griega Beach, only a kilometre
from the museum, which shelters the first site discovered in
Asturias containing the tracks of the world’s largest sauropod. The
trail begins at an explanatory placard next to the River Llibardón
and then leads to the remains.
The final stretch of the tour has Lastres as its destination, a
fishing harbour right on the Dinosaur Trail.

DAY 1

T

Picu Urriellu. Cabrales

The allure of eastern
Asturias in the Picos
de Europa
2 days
tHe eAst Is one of tHe most WeLL-KnoWn
tourIst AreAs in Asturias. the proximity of the
picos de europa to the sea makes it ideal for all kinds
of 2-day getaways, like the one detailed next, or
longer trips to get to know the area better. Llanes
acts as gateway to the mountains and a direct link to
the beaches.
N-634

A-263

Po

LLANES

Nueva
Posada
A-8

Vibaño

San Roque

AS-115

Asiego
Ortiguero

CARREÑA
Iguanzo
AS-264
Camarmeña

Las Arenas

DAY 2

T

he second day is devoted to the mountains. From Arenas,
you can drive up to Poncebos, which will be a strategic point
for all the day’s excursions. The first option is to go up to Bulnes,
one of the villages in Asturias which has no road. You can hike
there or take an underground funicular train. Or you can combine
both options, one for each way. The hiking route has a steep slope
rising 400 metres which takes approximately an hour and a half
to climb. The funicular train only takes 7 minutes.
Once back in Poncebos, you can take the car again to visit
Tielve and Sotres, the highest village in the region. This detour can
be done in about 20 minutes on the CA-1 and allows you to see
how people live at an altitude of a thousand metres. You should
once again pass through Poncebos on the way down from Sotres,
which offers the chance to take the turning to Camarmeña at
the bridge in Poncebos to see the Monument to the Climbers
of Urriellu Peak and to say farewell to the mountains from the
scenic balcony there.
Cubos de la Memoria (The Cubes of Memory). Llanes

Tielve
Poncebos

he tour can start out precisely in Llanes, to discover the
heritage of the town during the morning. The starting point
of the tour is San Pedro Promenade, beside El Sablón Beach. This
19th-century vantage point provides a link with the sea, as well as
displaying the first stones of the medieval old quarter of the town,
a listed Historical-Artistic Site. Next, the town walls and gates,
the tower, the basilica, the Chapels of La Magdalena and Santa
Ana, Gastañaga Mansion and Posada Herrera Mansion, nowadays
a cultural centre. Travellers must leave the medieval site to also
visit the harbour and enjoy the Memory Cubes, a gigantic work by
Basque sculptor Agustín Ibarrola.
After this brief foray into Llanes, the tour heads for the Picos
de Europa on the AS-115, a road that ascends the mountain from
Posada de Llanes. You get to Carreña in just three quarters of an
hour (34 kilometres). Just as you enter the village, a signpost on
the left points to the village of Asiego, where the Pedro Udaondo
scenic balcony can be found. This will offer travellers their first
view of Naranjo de Bulnes (known by Asturians and mountaineers
as Urriellu Peak), the mountain which will follow their every
move during this trip. Back in Carreña, you can stroll through
the streets and visit the parish church and Barcena House. Four
kilometres further on you come to Arenas de Cabrales, the town
which reveals the secrets of Cabrales cheese to tourists in a cave
museum, located next to the Cares Bridge.

CA-1

Funicular
Sotres

Bulnes
Parque Nacional
de los Picos de Europa

Picu Urriellu
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Puerto de Vega. Navia

DAY 1
Teaching room of the Castro of Coaña (Coaña’s hill-fort)

Hill fort
culture and
the Navia
River History
Park
5 days
WItH An eXtensIon of 777
sQuAre KILometres and 9
boroughs, the navia river History
park sketches a rough triangle
heading inland from the Bay of
Biscay with galicia to the west. this
land of hill forts combines two types
of landscapes, sea and mountains.

T

he River Navia History Park has three “gateways” for those visiting this
territory. The tour starts off at the entrance to Tapia de Casariego, at
the interpretation centre dealing with palatial homes, which is located in
the “Culture House”. In this town, you can visit the fishing port and walk to
the lighthouse and the El Anguileiro beaches. A 17-kilometre stretch of the
coastal path links Tapia with Viavélez. It is also possible to cover only part of
the route, up to Mount Mirayos, to discover the Campo Longo Scenic Balcony,
which overlooks unique scenery. La Atalaya Scenic Balcony, in Valdepares, is
accessible by car. After coming off the N-634, take the lane at the end of the
village leading to the scenic balcony. Another option is Cape San Augustín, in
Ortiguera, which houses a 17th-century chapel and a memorial to the men of
the sea, as well as boasting a privileged view of Navia harbour and estuary. A
highly recommended stop-off on the way back is Mohías Hill Fort, an example
of hill fort culture in western Asturias.

DAY 2

T

he day begins with a stroll around the town of Navia, visiting the town hall,
the Church of Our Lady of the Boat, the medieval walls and Coaña House.
The NV-2 local road links Navia with the natural monument of Frexulfe Beach,
which has a wooded rest area. Continuing along the NV-2, you come to Puerto
de Vega, a town known for the beauty of its harbour and its stately homes and
villas built by Indianos, returning emigrants who had made their fortune in the
Americas. It is also home to the second gateway to the History Park. You will
need to retrace your steps to get to know the first remains of hill forts. Coaña
Hill Fort is just 7 km from Navia along the AS-12 road to Boal. This site, which
provides guided tours, preserves 80 stone huts protected by a thick wall.

DAY 3

T

he tour then heads inland via the AS-25, continues along this road and
passes through the village of Arbón, after which you take the turning to
Oneta on the AS-25. Once there, a 2-kilometre walk from the village will take
26
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Anguileiro
Valdepares

Frexulfe
Ortiguera
Puerto
Vivélez
de Vega
Ría de Navia
N-634
NAVIA
La Caridad

Tapia de
Casariego

A-8

AS-25
Arbón
AS-12

Penouta

Villayón
BOAL

AS-35
AS-12

Illano
San Esteban
de los Buitres

Pesoz
GRANDAS
DE SALIME

Oneta Waterfalls. Villayón

you to three waterfalls of spectacular beauty that take their name
from the village. The largest has a drop of 20 metres. Back on
the AS-25, you first come to Villayón and then a half-hour drive
brings you to Valdedo, where there is a Protected Mountain
Landscapes Interpretation Centre (check the centre’s opening
times beforehand).The tour continues on to Boal on the AS-35.
Puente de Castrillón Recreational Area is located on this stretch
of road, before you reach the village of Merón, providing an
opportunity to enjoy the attractions of Arbón Reservoir.

DAY 4

B

oal is a land of honey. The House of Beekeeping (check the
centre’s opening times beforehand) is just two kilometres
outside the town on the AS-12, while Pendia Hill Fort is four

Embalse
de Salime

kilometres further on from there. Back in Boal, you can then drive
up to Alto de Penouta on the AS-22. There are two scenic balconies
on this hilltop, accessible via two paved tracks. The one on the
right leads to the Penouta Costa Scenic Balcony, from where the
coastline can be clearly seen. The one on the left ends at the
Penouta Interior Scenic Balcony, which offers mountain views. You
need to head back to Boal to then take the AS-12 which leads
south. Twenty-five kilometres on from there (about a 40-minute
drive), you come to San Esteban de los Buitres, in Illano, a village
with a resounding name (“St Stephen of the Vultures”) and a listed
heritage declared of Cultural Interest. Just over a kilometre from
Doiras, you pull over to see the nearby Doiras Reservoir and dam.
Some eight kilometres further on, you can make a stop along
the way at Folgueiróu Recreational Area. The last stop, now in
the borough of Pesoz, is in Argul, which preserves architecturally
unique buildings. You need to take a detour, after passing through
Pelorde. The day comes to an end in Pesoz.

DAY 5

G

randas de Salime is the southernmost point in the territory
and offers the third and last gateway to the History Park. The
Chao San Martín Museum can be found at this strategic point,
just 7 kilometres from the borough capital, near the hill fort of the
same name. This site is one of the most important in the region.
San Martín Hill Fort boasts remains dating from 800 BC. Other
noteworthy spots in the area are Grandas de Salime Reservoir,
a spectacular example of 20th-century public works, including
decorative elements by Joaquín Vaquero Palacios and a unique
scenic balcony, called the “Mouth of the Whale”, designed by the
former’s son, Joaquín Vaquero Turcios.
#asturias #tourist guide
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Alto del Campillo Hermitage. Degaña

Bold
viticulture in
a Biosphere
Reserve
5 days
terrACeD VIneYArDs Dug
out of tHe mountAInsIDe,
caverns drilled in search of gold
and coal, the most extensive oak
forests in europe... the southwest
of Asturias is a unique territory
overlooked by the foothills of the
Cantabrian mountain range.

Wine Harvest. Cangas del Narcea

DAY 1

C
CN-1
Corias

Besullo

CANGAS
DEL NARCEA

Chanu
Veiga
Pozo de las
Mujeres Muertas

Reserva Natural de
Fuentes del Narcea,
Degaña e Ibias
San Antolín

AS-212

La Riela

AS-29

AS-348

Cibuyu

La Venta

Moal
AS-15
Reserva Natural
Integral de Muniellos
Río Ibias
Corralín

angas del Narceais the capital of the borough of the same name
and also the wine capital of southwestern Asturias. Along its
streets, the traveller will find the traces of its medieval past, the pride
of its Indianos (returning emigrants who had made their fortune in
the Americas) and a museum displaying the process of wine-making.
A walk through the town leads to the Church of St Mary Magdalene,
Omaña Mansion and Pambley Mansion (the oldest building in the
town), El Carmen Chapel and the Roman bridge. Five minutes from
Cangas, Corias is home to a monastery founded in 1022, a listed
historical-artistic monument which has been newly restored and
converted into a Parador luxury hotel. The rear of the parador houses
the Fuentes del Narcea, Degaña e Ibias Nature Park House, a key facility
for learning about this environment. A few kilometres away is the
Shrine of La Virgen del Acebo (Our Lady of the Holly Tree), patron
saint of the nomadic herdsmen known as vaqueiros de alzada. Back in
Cangas, another essential stop is the Wine Museum. This centre has
been built in the neighbourhood of Santiso, in the outskirts of the
town on the road to Leitariegos, where some wineries are located.

Degaña
Villares

El Rebollal

Zarréu

DAY 2

M
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uniellos Nature Reserve, a UNESCO-listed Biosphere Reserve,
offers a unique landscape. Visitors can start the day at the

Muniellos Nature Reserve. Cangas del Narcea

Ethnographic Site, in the neighbourhood of La Costapina, is an
example of the typical style of architecture found in the territory.
Two other interesting villages are El Rebollar and El Corralín,
where you can still see the remains of a Roman gold mine. Both
belong to the land of the cunqueiros, artisans who manufactured
wooden bowls, tableware and utensils.
Interpretation Centre, located a few kilometres from the
entrance to the protected area. The trail through the interior
of the reserve, the largest oak forest in Spain and the natural
habitat of the Cantabrian brown bear, requires a permit from
the Principality, which has set a maximum number of visits per
day. You are recommended to apply for this permit as early as
possible in advance. The circular hiking route through Muniellos is
20 kilometres long and takes about 7 hours. A second, shorter trail
running along the riverside is 14 kilometres long. An alternative
for those travellers who do not manage to get a permit or for
those who want to take a shorter hike (9 km) is Moal Forest, which
starts in the village of Moal, about four kilometres before you get
to the Interpretation Centre. Montecín Scenic Balcony, which is
right on the trail, offers fabulous views of Muniellos.

DAY 3

T

he tour continues south today on the AS-15 heading into
the borough of Degaña. Degaña is the name of both the
borough and the capital. The lower part of the town is older,
namely the neighbourhoods of La Veiga, Entrerríos and El Corral,
with typical single-storey buildings with a large door for livestock.
The upper part of the town is newer, although it does house the
14th-century Church of Santiago. Just 10 minutes from Degaña,
Cerredo is a mining town with industrial archaeological remains
and the 14th-century Church of Santa María. Florencio House

DAY 4

S

an Antolín de Ibias is 51 kilometres from Degaña on the
AS-215 and AS-212. This town houses an 11th-century
church and an Interpretation Centre devoted to the Palloza (a
thatched stone hut that is typical to the area). In fact, the Pallozas
de Santiso Trail starts out from the Town Square, with a length
of 14 kilometres (a 5-hour hike). Along this trail, the hiker will
come across numerous pallozas, as well as thatched hórreos
(raised granaries-cum-storehouses), paths shaded by vine trellises
forming a pergola and unique scenery.

DAY 5

T

he journey back to Cangas del Narcea from Ibias can be
made this time via El Pozo de las Mujeres Muertas (literally,
“Dead Women’s Pit”), a mountain pass which will take you above
a thousand metres, offering the traveller a unique panorama of
southwestern Asturias. This drive lasts an hour and a quarter. After
refreshment in Cangas, the journey continues towards Besullo,
a village located half an hour further on along the CN-1. The
writer Alejandro Casona was born here and the village houses an
interpretation centre devoted to his work. Land of blacksmiths, it
also preserves the Mazo d’Abaxu, a fine example of a water-driven
forge hammer.
#asturias #tourist guide
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The Memory of
Rome on the
Camín Real de
la Mesa
5 days
In times of Emperor Augustus, the
Romans entered Asturias over the high
mountain ranges traversed by deep gorges
The Camín Real de la Mesa was one of the most
important road links from those ancient times
up until the 19th century and today constitutes
the backbone of the territory.

S. Román
AS-237

Cornellana

N-634

AS-15

GRADO

A-63

L’Hospital

S. Andrés
BELMONTE

Yernes

Tuñón

Tameza

Proaza

AS-227

AS-228

Senda del Oso

Bárzana

Aguasmestas

Entrago
San Martín

La Riera
AS-265

Carrea

Villarín
Pola de Somiedo
Caunedo
Río Somiedo

Saliencia
Valle
del Lago
Río el Valle

El Puerto
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Río Saliencia
Lagos de
Saliencia

Fresnéu

Bárzana

DAY 1

T

he incursion to the Camín starts in the borough of Las Regueras,
famous for the beauty of the National Monument of the Nora
Meanders, or in the Roman Baths in Valduno, to name but a few.
Followed by the Valles del Oso (Bear Valleys) in the borough of Santo
Adriano, Proaza, Teverga and Quirós. So the best option to get to
know these lands is enter them via the hiking path of the same
name: The Bear’s Trail. Built on the cutting of a former railroad, it is
flat, suitable for all comers and is dotted with recreational areas. It has
two branches which can be explored on foot or by bicycle (available
for rent). The original runs between Tuñón and Entrago and is just
under 20 kilometres long. Another branch which commences near
the end of the original trail heads towards Quirós adding almost 13
kilometres to the hike. The excursion can be completed with a visit
to the Bear Enclosure, located on the trail, where two brown bears
rescued from poachers live in semi-captivity.

DAY 2

Y

ou will now climb your first summit. Just a half-hour drive
from Sanmartín, Marabio Port rises above 1,000 m. in altitude
and is formed by an extensive mountain meadowland. Near the
Chapel of Santa Ana, there is an area to leave the car and take
a walk or follow a 3-hour circular hiking route. Further on along
the road to Marabio, you come to Villabre. Less than a hundred
people now live in the borough capital of Yernes y Tameza reside,
but the typical high-mountain buildings are conserved intact. Back
in the Bear Valleys, there is still time to visit the Prehistory Park, in
San Salvador de Alesga and discover the best examples of rock
art. Within walking distance is Huerta Cave, a karst system with a
depth of 14.5 kilometres, which can be visited the first 300 meters.
It is essential to book in advance.

Somiedo Natural Park

Corroriu Mills. Quirós

Candamo Cave Visitor Centre

DAY 4

T

he mountain also have to be explored on foot and Somiedo
offers a variety of different options. An interesting option
for a day of leisure in the countryside are the Saliencia Lakes.
The complete Saliencia route (including the Cueva, Calabazosa,
Saliencia, Cerveriza and El Valle lakes) is 14.5 km long (each way),
which can be covered in about four and a half hours. There is also
a shorter 7-km version taking about two hours, which excludes El
Valle Lake. The starting point for both is at Alto de la Farrapona,
which must be accessed by a track that has been conditioned for
traﬃc The second option - more suitable for lovers of ethnography
and culture - is the La Pornacal Trail, which heads out of Villar de
Vildas, a village which is accessed via a turning off the AS-227, in
Aguasmestas. This braña or high mountain meadow preserves 32
teitos, thatched huts that served as a dwelling or as stables for
livestock. The shortest route is 4.5 kilometres in length and can
be prolonged to Braña Viecha.

DAY 3

F

rom the Bear Valleys to Somiedo. The trip from Teverga to Pola
de Somiedo takes about 50 minutes on the AS-265 mountain
road and the AS-227. The Somiedo Nature Park Interpretation
and Visitor Centre in La Pola is a first stop for gain a better
understanding of this area. A walk through the village allows
you to acclimatise to the setting. Somiedo Ecomuseum provides
a more in-depth explanation on the combination of nature and
culture. It is housed in two different buildings. The first, devoted
to Crafts and Nomadic Herding, is in Caunedo, 3.5 kilometres
south of the town on the AS-227. To get to the second, La Casa
Veigas, you need to take the AS-227 in the opposite direction
from La Pola and head towards Saliencia on the SD-1.

DAY 5

T

he journey continues northward on the AS-227 to Belmonte
de Miranda. This town is home to the Gold Educational
Exhibition, installed in the old jail, a reminder to travellers that
they are in a gold basin. The next stop is in the centre of Grado, a
town with a protected historic-artistic site, which encompasses
the Miranda-Valdecarzana Mansion, the remains of the town
walls, chapels and Indiano villas built by returning emigrants
who had made their fortune in the Americas. To complete the
route followed by the Romans via the Camín Real de la Mesa, you
need to travel next to San Román de Candamo from Grado on
the AS-237 to visit La Peña Cave, a UNESCO-listed World Heritage
Site, which houses cave paintings discovered in 1919. You need to
check on opening dates and book well in advance.

#asturias #tourist guide
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Villar de Gallegos. Mieres

The Central Mountains
or the “Olympus
of Cycling”
5 days

DAY 1

B

Las Segadas
Manzaneda

Soto de Ribera
N-630
Santolaya

AS-242

Monsacro
La Foz
La Gamonal
L’Angliru

La Vega

Muries
MIERES
Urbies

Turón

AS-337

AS-231

Bustiello
Peña Mea

LA POLA
A-66

AS-12
MI-2

Campumanes
Sotiello
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tHe CentrAL mountAIns of
AsturIAs comprise a coal-mining
land by definition, but also a region
with a complex history and colossal
nature, with renowned cycling summits,
outstanding among which is el Angliru.
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Cabañaquinta

Santibanes
de Murias

ueño is a small village belonging to Ribera
de Arriba, located just 15 minutes from
the centre of Oviedo (south on the A-66 and
N-630), where it seems that time has stood still.
Its streets still retain a collection of 50 raised
granaries-cum-storehouses called hórreos,
some dating from the 16th century, which are
joined up by a signposted path including texts
and drawings. From Bueño, the N-630 takes
you to Morcín, which boasts a unique cuisine
including typical dishes such as turnip stew and
Afuega’l Pitu sour-milk cheese. The village of Foz
is located at the foot of Monsacro, a mountain
with several hiking paths to its summit, which
safeguards two chapels of great architectural
value, only accessible on foot. The AS-231
road then leads you to Riosa and El Angliru.
The mountain rises up to an elevation of 1,570
metres and has stretches like Cueña les Cabres

of San Martino built on Pre-Romanesque remains, which is well
worth the first stop. Once you get to Pola de Lena, you can visit
the birthplace of the physician, dramatist and poet Vital Aza, the
town hall or the neighbourhood of La Caleya, the oldest of those
preserved in the town. The AS-242 then takes you to La Cobertoria,
where the former railway station houses the Pre-Romanesque
Educational Exhibition, the perfect appetizer for discovering, a
few kilometres further on, the impressive Church of Santa Cristina
de Lena, one of the best examples of this architectural style. After
architecture comes nature. From Campomanes, two options
open up to the traveller. The first and best known is the drive up
to Pajares Mountain Pass to reach Valgrande-Pajares ski resort.
The other option is La Cubilla, a summit known by cyclists as the
“Asturian Galibier”, offering spectacular scenery.

DAY 4

T

Santa Cristina de Lena. Lena

with a 23% gradient. This legendary summit first became an end
of stage in the Cycling Tour of Spain in 1999.

DAY 2

I

n Mieres, the second stop on the tour heading south, industrial
heritage and modern buildings waylay the visitor at every
turn. For instance, you can find the market building, which dates
from 1907; the Aniceto Sela School Buildings, a blend of styles
somewhere between Modernist and Art Deco; Duro House,
dating from the 17th century; and the modern University of
Oviedo building, raised on the former Barredo Pit premises. Plaza
de Requejo is one of its many charming spots, ideal for sampling
some cider. The mighty River Caudal flows along one side of the
town. The riverside path lets you appreciate that it is possible to
reclaim a once highly degraded environment. The surrounding
countryside boasts other attractions. The Cuna y Cenera Valley is
a must, with the Chapel of San Cosmen and San Damian, Martyrs
of Valdecuna, and truly beautiful scenery, which is accessed from
the AS-242 and the MI-2 secondary road. Another option for
cycling enthusiasts is to take your bike, or even the car, and go
up some of the summits most preferred by lovers of this sport,
such as the Alto de La Colladiella.

DAY 3

T

he journey continues southward on the AS 242 towards Lena.
Villallana is home to the 12th-century Romanesque Church

here are two possible options for today’s tour. The first is
a visit to the Via Carisa, a former road link with the plateau
dating from Roman times, which crosses the Cantabrian
Mountains, entering the region along Carracedo Ridge, peaks
that divide the boroughs of Lena and Aller, at an elevation of
over 1,500 metres. La Carisa is a paradise for hikers and mountain
bike enthusiasts, as well as for devotees of history, who can get a
view of the archaeological digs being carried out there. There are
several access points from Lena, although it is advisable to use
an all-terrain vehicle and have a guide to help you understand
the digs. You can then head back down through the borough of
Lena or, on the opposite side of the ridge, towards Aller. In the
former case, the idea is to return to Lena and make the most of
the journey by visiting the restored Mining Village of Bustiello. To
do so, you need to take the A-66 back towards Mieres and then
the AS-112. A few kilometres from Bustiello, in Caborana, you will
find the Aller Visitor Interpretation Centre, the gateway to the
borough. The other is especially dedicated to sport fans, who can
switch the “Roman route” for a cycling route that has made history
in Spain’s Cycling Tour, “La Vuelta”, and which specialists have
compared to the legendary climbs of the Tour de France. This is
the climb up to Coto Bello, a mining area in the borough of Aller,
which begins in Piñeres, between Moreda and Cabañaquinta.
There is a breath-taking view at the top. You can see all of the
surrounding mountains, including the summit of La Collaona,
and, further away, Torres Peak, overlooking San Isidro Pass.

DAY 5

C

abañaquinta, and its surroundings, together with the
Romanesque Church of San Vicente de Serrapio, the
Chapels of Vierres and of Our Lady of Miravalles, and Soto Tower
comprise some of the borough’s attractions. You can go hiking on
one of the dozens of routes that crisscross the mountains, such as
the River Pino Gorges Trail, or head up to Fuentes de Invierno ski
resort. You can likewise try some of the local dishes, hearty fare
such as panchón, a bread made with spelt flour and water, and
white beans with wild boar.
#asturias #tourist guide
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The heart
of mining
5 days
to sAY “nALÓn” Is to tALK of tHe rIVer and
also of the coal mining valley. In this valley, the
remains of its industrial archaeological heritage
are the first to catch the traveller’s eye. But if
you scratch beneath the surface, you will find a
unique legacy of architecture, first-class cuisine
and a nature park which has been declared a
Biosphere reserve by unesCo.

Río Nalón
LANGREO
Sama
El Entrego

Sotrondio

DAY 1

Pola de Laviana

T

Embalse de Ríoseco
Rioseco
Embalse
de Tanes
Parque Natural de Redes

El Campo
AS-117

Tarna

he journey begins in the larger towns in the Nalón Valley,
Sama de Langreo and La Felguera. One of the best examples
of the valley’s industrial past is the Steelworks Museum (MUSI),
located inside a 45-metre-high cooling tower on the Valnalón
Estate. Another example of its industrial past can be found in
Samuño Ecomuseum, located in La Nueva on the LA-7 just after
Ciaño. The museum houses an exhibition complex at the former
San Luis Pit, which includes a two-kilometre ride on a mining
train.
The Eduardo Úrculo Municipal Art Gallery, opened in a
former slaughterhouse in 1919, is another point of interest. Just
five minutes from Sama, Ciaño safeguards several jewels, such
as the Quintana Tower and Solis House site, dating from the
14th century, and Buelga House, a Baroque building currently
occupied by the University of Oviedo.

DAY 2

T

Steelworks Museum (MUSI). Langreo
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he route goes further south along the AS-17, known as
the Nalón Corridor. In El Entrego you can find MUMI, the
Mining Museum, which houses a reproduction of a coal mouth
and the cage in which the miners were lowered into the bowels
of the earth. In the old town you can go through the mining
neighbourhoods of La Vega, San Juan, Santa Bárbara and El Coto,
which are examples of the region’s working class architecture. The
typical dish from El Entrego is stuffed onions, which even have a
popular festival in the autumn. Further to the south is Sotrondio
where you can visit (with prior reservation) the Sotón Pit, a visit
which is mainly focused on taking a tour through the inside of a
coal mine, which is still in operation.

DAY 3

L

Mining and Industry Museum (MUMI). San Martín del Rey Aurelio

Route of the Pino River Gorges. Aller

aviana takes up the third day of the tour. Next to the cemetery
in La Pola, the borough capital, is the Virgen del Otero Shrine,
a 15th-century building with a unique Baroque altarpiece. One of
the typical dishes of this town are bartolos, ground almond and
puff pastry confectionaries. A kilometre and a half further south
you come to Entralgo and the birthplace of Armando Palacio
Valdés, a 17th-century country house. This interpretation centre
covers the work of this novelist and critic. Outside the house
commences a trail to Canzana which follows the settings of what
is perhaps his most famous novel, The Lost Village. Next comes the
Puente del Arco, a Romanesque bridge with two arches. A catchand-release trout fishing reserve has been established between
this bridge and that of La Chalana.

DAY 4

T

oday, the tour takes you to the borough of Sobrescobio
and therefore to the gateway to Redes Park, a UNESCOlisted Biosphere Reserve. The borough capital, Rioseco, is nestled
between two reservoirs, Tanes and Rioseco, which lie parallel to
the AS-17. The town is the headquarters of the Water Reception
and Interpretation Centre (check the centre’s opening times
beforehand), a museum that explains to a great extent the
beauty of the surroundings. Just three kilometres away on the
SC-2 is Soto de Agues, which is the starting point of the Alba
Route, a popular 14-km (roundtrip) hiking trail through the
mountains. The first few kilometres of this route are accessible.
Back in Rioseco, you can make a stop along the way at Villamoréi
Recreational Area. One of the most typical dishes in this area is
lamb roasted on a stake over an open fire.

DAY 5

T

he source of the River Nalón, a river which accompanies you
throughout the trip, is located in the vicinity of Campo de
Caso. The source is called Fuente la Nalona, located in Tarna Pass.
In this area you can complete the 9-km trail between Tabayón
and Mongayo, which commences in the hamlet of Tarna. Back in
Campo de Caso, you can visit Redes Reception and Interpretation
Centre. This facility has a permanent exhibition about the reserve,
but also provides practical information on hiking routes. To end
the day, an option to do with the kids is a walk in the surroundings
of Deboyu Cave, a karst cavern carved out of the limestone rock
by the River Nalón, situated near to Campo de Caso. As regards
gastronomy, Casín cheese has become a reference product and
several cheesemakers now offer guided tours of their dairies.
#asturias #tourist guide
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Tazones. Villaviciosa

Cider, the drink that
Strabo promoted
Cider Museum. Nava

5 days
In tHe 1st CenturY
AD tHe greeK
geogrApHer, traveller
and writer strabo
alluded to zythos,
probably the precursor
of present-day Asturian
cider, in a book on
the Iberia peninsula.
However, historians
are convinced that
strabo never trod this
land, that his writings
are collections from
other sources and that,
therefore, he could never
have tried zythos. that is
something that should
never befall today’s
traveller to the Cider
shire!.

DAY 1

N

ava, with its Cider Museum, is the starting
point. Located in the town centre, the
museum reveals the cider-making cycle, from
the apple harvest to the traditional buffet
banquet known as an espicha where people
sing tonada (Asturian ballads), enjoy homecooking and drink the best “palu” (brew). The
descriptive section of the museum contains
interactive installations. After this visit, a walk
through the town reveals cider taverns, old
cider mills, the Church of San Bartolomé and
the town hall, located in the main square.
Nava flourishes in the shade of Peña Mayor.
This mountain can be accessed via the road
to Piloñeta. The final part consists of a steep
track leading to mountain meadows offering a
panoramic view of the central area of Asturias.

DAY 2

T

he River Pendón Gorges Trail is the
planned route for the second day. It starts
out in the surroundings of Fuensanta, less than
4 kilometres from Nava on the NA-1. Near the
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Lastres. Colunga

Tazones
Argüero

Ría de
Villaviciosa

Rodiles
Lastres
AS-257

Venta las Ranas

N-632

VILLAVICIOSA

COLUNGA

AS-267

Gobiendes

Valdediós
AS-333

Vega

La Griega

Prado

Paisaje Protegido
Sierra del Sueve
El Pienzu

AS-357
N-634

NAVA
Río
Pendón

Fuensanta

INFIESTO

Peña Mayor

DAY 4

V
end of the trail stands the privately owned La Ferrería House-Fort,
a 14th-century building declared a Historic-Artistic Monument.
The trail is 10 kilometres long and takes some three hour and
a half hours. Back in the town, you can take a guided tour of a
cider mill or take the AS-251 to Martimporra, the borough capital
of Bimenes, to visit the Marquis of Casa Estrada Mansion. From
there, you can head for Sariego to discover the Romanesque
Churches of Santa María de Narzana and Santiago El Mayor. Both
are beautiful buildings set in secluded spots. You get to Sariego
via the AS-357 secondary road, which reveals its vast countryside
setting. You can return to Nava via the A-8 and the N-634.

DAY 3

F

rom Nava to Villaviciosa on the AS-335, passing through
Cabranes, another cider-making centre. Within the borough of
Cabranes, you find the House-Museum of Popular Asturian Pottery
in Pinera (prior booking required), a visit to Torazu, Exemplary Town
of Asturias in 2008, and a walk back through time in the Country
School Museum exhibition in Viñón. Once in Villaviciosa, a good,
well-organized walk enables you to get to know La Ballina Park, the
remains of a medieval wall, the birthplace of José Caveda y Nava,
the marketplace, the Los Valdés Mansion and the renovated Riera
Theatre. In this borough, you can sign up for guided tours of both
cider apple orchards and cider mills, where you can sample the
“fruits of success” from the latest harvest.

aldediós, a village south of Villaviciosa, has a priceless
monastery and Pre-Romanesque church located in a country
setting. This could be a good option to start the day. Back near
the coast, the Villaviciosa Estuary Interpretation Centre is a must
stop, where the ecological riches of this Partial Nature Reserve
are explained, although it is only open daily during the summer.
Closer to the coast, on the AS-256 road to Gijón, lies the village of
Argüero, where you can find the Asturcón Ecomuseum, devoted
to this local breed of horse. It comprises a display area integrated
in the village itself, where there is also a breeding stable. Back in
Villaviciosa, you still have time to discover more cider mills and
traditional cider taverns or make a stop off to visit Tazones and El
Puntal Harbour, where you can hire a canoe. Weather permitting,
this is a good opportunity to go to Rodiles Beach.

DAY 5

T

o end the tour of the borough, you have to really get to
know Colunga, where you need to make a stop off in the
mountains to gaze out to sea. The Jurassic Museum, between
the borough capital, Colunga, and Lastres, is a modern exhibition
facility which takes you back in time into prehistory. The
building, which has a unique design simulating the footprint of
a dinosaur and includes a children’s playground, is situated on
the coastal strip overlooking the sea. Nearby, La Griega Beach
is the starting point of a trail where you can see the fossilized
footprints of dinosaurs. Mountains rise up in the Sueve Range,
whose Interpretation Centre is found in the village of Gobiendes
offering guided hiking trails through this natural setting, as well
as the chance to visit the Pre-Romanesque Church of Santiago
de Gobiendes. Outstanding among these routes is the one up
to Pienzu Peak, the highest point in the range at 1,161 metres.

#asturias #tourist guide
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tHe pICos De europA
is perhaps the best
known Asturian
mountain range, but
in its shadow, near
the foothills of this
Biosphere reserve,
other protected ranges
of great ecological
value also rise up.
Boroughs such as
ponga, parres, piloña
and Caravia have
developed under their
sway.
Picu Pienzu from the Mountain Range of Sueve and the Ponga Natural Park

Through the Sueve
Range and Ponga
Nature Park
5 days
La Espasa
Colunga

Arenal de Morís
N-632

Gobiendes

AS-342

RIBADESELLA

El Fitu
AS-341
El Pienzu

Villamayor
N-634

onga constitutes the southernmost territory, with its Nature
Park bordering the Picos de Europa. Its top three attractions
are its natural surroundings, hot springs and high quality cheeses.
The borough can be reached via two different routes: via the AS339 off the N-634 near Sevares or via the N-625 from Cangas de
Onís. The borough capital is a small country town called San Juan
de Beleño. Los Beyos cheese is aged in the villages of Ponga. This
highly prized variety is made from goat, sheep or cow milk. There
are dozens of trails to explore. Perhaps the best known is the one
through Peloño Forest, a large beech wood crossed by a 24-km
trail. But there are other options, such as the path to Tiatordos
from Taranes (16 km, taking seven hours) or the “Postman’s Trail”,
which has a short variant of nearly 4 kilometres that takes 3 hours
to cover as its stone path is not very well-marked. In the lowlying area are the Mestas Hot Springs, which can be an excellent
energizer after a day in the mountains.

DAY 2
Sebares

CANGAS
DE ONÍS
N-635

AS-339

Parque Nacional de
los Picos de Europa
AS-261
San Juan
de Beleño
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P

Río Sella

ARRIONDAS
INFIESTO

DAY 1
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H

eading back to Piloña on the AS-339, you can stop off in
Villamayor to discover the Church of Santa María, a church
of Romanesque origin once pertaining to a Benedictine convent
that has long since disappeared. You can then continue on to the
Sueve Range, the natural habitat of Asturcón ponies, travelling
along the AS-259, a road that branches off the N-634 in the
outskirts of Villamayor. If you organize your trip to coincide with
the third Saturday in August, you can enjoy the Asturcón Festival
held in the mountain meadow called Majada de Espineres. If you
visit some other time of the year, there are different routes that
give you an insight into the setting, maybe even allowing you to
spot some of these ponies in the wild. Two options are the trail
from El Alto de La Llama to Majada de Espineres itself or the one
from Miyares to Ordiyón Peak.

Peloño. Ponga

DAY 3

DAY 4

T

T

he Sueve Range extends into Parres, whose borough
capital, Arriondas, is also known worldwide as the
starting point for the International Canoe Race down the River
Sella, popularly known as the Fiesta de Les Piragües. Some 6
kilometres before you get to Arriondas on the PR-3 you come
to the village of Llames de Parres, where you find the Church
of San Martín de Escoto, a listed 16th-century historic-artistic
monument. A visit to Arriondas is well worth the occasion to
rent a kayak and paddle off down the river just like the pros.
Numerous active tourism companies offer this activity. More
options for outdoor tourism in Parres are caving, quad routes,
pony trekking, mountain bike trails and paintball. Another
alternative is to go hiking near the Sueve Range, for example,
along the Southern Mountain Meadows Trail.

Picu Pienzu. Parres

aking the AS-260 out of Arriondas leads you to the seaside
after passing over El Fito. At the summit, a Scenic Balcony with
a unique architectural shape, offers a privileged view of the centre
of Asturias, the sea and the mountains, in addition to a recreational
area. If you feel like a hike, you can head up to Pienzu Peak, which,
at 1,161 metres above sea level, is the highest point in the Sueve
Range. From El Fito, the route takes about three hours in all. After
a drive down the other side of the mountain on the AS-260, you
come to Caravia, a borough with two exceptionally beautiful
beaches: La Espasa, frequented by surfers and kite fliers, who even
organize a festival here every year, and El Arenal de Morís, both
linked by an attractive coastal path. In the borough capital, Prado,
is the 18th-century Church of Our Lady of Consolation and, in
the village of Carrales, the 17th-century Church of Santiago de
Caravia. A lot of local people emigrated from this area to seek their
fortune in the Americas, so there are many examples of Indiano
architecture, although these are privately owned and cannot be
visited. These include the Prieto Brothers House, Villa Concha, Villa
Rosario and the González-Cutre Country House.

DAY 5

T

he last two options to head up into the Sueve Range are
the boroughs of Colunga and Ribadesella. In Colunga,
specifically in the former schoolhouses in Gobiendes, there is an
interpretation centre about the mountain range which reveals
the singularities of its wildlife and plant life. It is well worth a
visit to get to know the peculiarities of the range, which are
the highest mountains nearest the sea in Asturias, offering the
possibility of going hiking, mountain biking, pony trekking or
for a drive around the boroughs of Parres, Colunga, Caravia or
Ribasedella.
#asturias #tourist guide
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Picu Urriellu. Cabrales

The infinite
charm of the
Picos de Europa
5 days
A pArADIse of mountAIns AnD
optIons to enCounter ADVenture,
go on active tourism or live out
experiences. this kingdom of tranquillity
and observation provides the perfect
setting for contemplating and enjoying
nature in its purest and most untouched
form. the soaring vultures and eagles, the
regal presence of salmon and trout in the
incredibly crystal-clear waters…, and in
the caves and on the table, some of the
best cheeses in the world. these are but
highlights of the infinite charm the picos
de europa has to oﬀer.
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CANGAS Sotu
DE ONÍS Cangues

Benia de Onís

AS-262
N-625
Sames

Río Sella

Las Arenas

Sierra de
Amieva

Carbes

AS-114

Carreña

Covadonga

Río Cares

Panes

AS-264
Lago Enol y
de La Ercina

Camarmeña

Amieva
Bulnes
Parque Nacional de
los Picos de Europa

Poncebos
Funicular

Picu Urriellu

DAY 1

A

mieva and the hidden secrets of its mountain take up the morning of
our first day, especially if rock climbing is on the check-list, because
this municipality has practice routes for all levels, located in fantastic places,
such as Carbes and Cuetu Mayu. After recharging batteries with a hearty
lunch, the perfect end to the afternoon is to follow the gentle trail – ideal
for everyone – at Beyu Pen. Other equally attractive options, are to take a
drive round the gorge of Beyos, or on foot to discover the Olla San Vicente,
a marvellous haven in the form of a natural swimming pool from the river
Dobra.

DAY 2

D

uring a stay in the Picos de Europa, a day out to visit
the Royal Site of Covadonga is a must, followed by
a journey up to the Enol and Ercina lakes. Once there, it
is well worth taking a trip round the old iron mines in
Buferrera, without forgetting to call into the Pedro Pidal
Visitors Centre. For those that want to head deeper into
the Picos, an emblematic and significant route is that of
the Mirador de Ordialies, the resting site of Pedro Pidal,
the Marquis of Villaviciosa, and from where there is an
impressive view of the Angón Valley.

DAY 3

I

t goes without saying that the capital of the borough of
Cangas de Onís, the first city in this ancient kingdom, also
deserves a peaceful day of strolling, aperitifs, a traditional
Asturian brunch, browsing the many gastronomical shops
and hunting for souvenirs, not forgetting photos on the
Roman Bridge, or the Santa Cruz Hermitage. The more
spirited visitors can aim for the Monastery of San Pedro de
Villanueva – today converted into a National Parador – via
a beautiful and peaceful river path along the banks of the
Sella. On Sundays, a visit to the weekly market is a must, with
its genuine and local atmosphere, to get good prices on

Amieva

Medieval bridge. Cangas de Onís

quality produce – especially cheeses – from the Picos de
Europa. To round off the day, we can head up the AS-114
towards Benia, the capital of Onís for an introduction to
the area’s gastronomical and festive fare, including some
of its typical villages such as Sirviella.

DAY 4

W

e continue on the AS-114 route towards
Cabrales, and at Carreña, take a detour to
Asiego to enjoy the Urriellu from the Pedro Udaondo
scenic point. Once at Arenas de Cabrales, and after
enjoying a leisurely walk round the village – one of
the homelands of Iberian mountaineering – we head
towards Poncebos on the AS-264 to visit the Cavemuseum of the Cabrales Cheese, where we discover
the secrets of one of the most famous cheeses in the
world. For mountain-lovers, there are two options: to
take the Cares Route, where the countryside, geology
and engineering come together in harmony, or to
catch the funicular and get to know one of the highest
villages in Asturias, Bulnes.

DAY 5

E

arly-birds can climb to Camarmeña to enjoy the
sights of the Naranjo de Bulnes or Picu Urriellu, an
impressive colossus of solid limestone in the heart of
the Picos de Europa. Following a quick breakfast, we
head back onto the AS-114 towards the Peñamelleras,
via the Cares pass with its astounding landscape. On
the way, we pass through picturesque villages with
beautiful Spanish-American architecture, such as
Abándames and Alevia, to at last arrive at the capital
of Peñamellera Baja, Panes. From here we can visit
the La Loja cave, set in an idyllic location in the area
surrounding Cares-Deva, the perfect end to our day.
#asturias #tourist guide
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The “Indiano” Archive. Ribadedeva

The soul of the
Americas in
Ribadesella,
Llanes and
Colombres
5 days
tHe CApItAL toWns of tHe tHree
CoAstAL BorougHs of eAstern
Asturias are uniquely beautiful, in
addition to carrying the stamp of
the wealth and architecture that the
emigrants who made their fortunes
in the Americas brought back home
with them. Known as Indianos, in many
cases they only returned as summer
vacationers, but their presence is
still felt in the major buildings of
ribadesella, Llanes and Colombres,
as well as in many smaller towns and
villages.

Vega

Vega
N-632 RIBADESELLA
AS-236
A-8

Río Sella
N-634
Arriondas

Villanueva
Po

Nueva

LLANES
Toró

Posada
Parres

N-634

Vidiago

La Franca
Pimiango

COLOMBRES

Bustio

DAY 1

R

ibadesella spreads out around the estuary where the River Sella flows into
the sea. A long walk taking in the beach, the harbour, La Guía Chapel and the
old quarter reveals the town’s stately character. On this initial foray, you can find
the first Indiano mansions in the vicinity of Santa María Beach and the Territory of
Ribadesella Museum, located in a former Indiano schoolhouse dating from 1900.
Next to the harbour, six tiled murals reproduce cartoons by cartoonist Antonio
Mingote which trace a historical route. It is worth accessing the old quarter via
the Travesía Oscura to see buildings such as the House of the Cave and the Prieto
Cutre Family Mansion. Across the river, Tito Bustillo Cave is a UNESCO-listed World
Heritage Site. Visits are highly restricted and need to be booked in advance.
However, the nearby newly-built Rock Art Centre enables you to get to know this
ancient heritage. You can also discover the Cuevona or “Big Cave” in the village of
Cuevas, just 4 kilometres from Tito Bustillo Cave. The only way of getting to the
village is through this cavern.

DAY 2

T

here are many outdoor activities on offer outside the town of Ribadesella,
ranging from horse riding to surfing, mountain biking to canoeing on the River
Sella. You can also go hiking. The Cuerres Trail starts out from the town. Initially seven
kilometres long and offering views of the Guadamía Estuary and its surroundings, it
also links up with the Way of St James. Another option is to do the Mills Trail. This is
42
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DAY 4

T

he proposal for the fourth day is the town of Llanes, allowing
you to enjoy a good walk and take a rest from driving. You
can tour the historic-artistic site in the town centre, which
includes the medieval walls and numerous examples of civil
and religious architecture. Outside the old quarter, there are
examples of Indiano architecture such as the House of Lions, Villa
Concepción, the Marchioness of Argüelles Mansion, Villa Parres
and the Junco Family House, as well as the “Casino” social club,
the Avenida de La Paz and much more. Next to the harbour are
the huge “Memory Cubes” by Basque sculptor Agustín Ibarrola.
The coastal path allows you to leave the town and head to Toró
Beach, a walk that takes barely an hour.

DAY 5
Ribadesella

circular path almost nine kilometres long which has an optional
climb up to Moru Peak. It is also worth getting into the car to drive
to Vega Beach, on the N-632 until you come to the turnoff to the
beach two kilometres past San Esteban de Leces. This beach, one
of the longest in Asturias, and the Entrepeñes area have been
jointly declared a Natural Monument.

T

he borough of Ribadedeva brings together the last Indiano
villas in the east of Asturias. Its capital has been a listed Site of
Cultural Interest since August 2013, due to the high concentration
of Indiano architecture. Perhaps the best known example is the
Guadalupe Estate, which houses the Indiano Archives; but you
can also visit the cemetery, the main square and the town hall.
The village of Villanueva also contains more examples of this type
of architecture. You should not leave the borough without visiting
La Franca Beach, El Pinal Cave, a UNESCO-listed World Heritage
Site, and Bustio harbour, the easternmost harbour in the region.

DAY 3

A

fter Ribadesella, Llanes. In this borough you can follow the
so-called Indiano Trail. This is a tour through different towns
taking in the major examples of buildings raised by Asturians who
emigrated to the Americas. Most of the buildings are privately
owned and can only be viewed from the outside. You can start
the day by taking the AS-263 from Ribadesella to Nueva, whose
charm lies in the overall architecture of the village, and then head
for Naves to discover its main square. Balmori houses the villa
of Bartolomé González’s widow, in addition to the fountain and
washhouse, while Porrúa is home to the Ethnographic Museum,
a donation made by one of these returning emigrants who had
made their fortune in the Americas. La Pereda is home to a site
including a chapel, skittle alley and chestnut grove. Vidiago retains
old schoolhouses and villas with unique Modernist dormers,
while Pendueles preserves the Verines Country House, Santa
Engracia Mansion and Mendoza Cortina Mansion. La Borbolla is
an ideal spot in which to view the main square and its country
houses Heading for Llanes, you pass through La Arquera with its
outstanding schoolhouse. You then detour to Poo, where you can
see the Casona de la Jabariega, a Modernist country house dating
from 1905, the Concha Garaña Villa, the church, the skittle alley,
and the “Casino” social club. The day comes to an end in Llanes.

Casino. Llanes
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Arenal de Moris Beach. Caravia

Asturias, with
the family
5 days

tHe rICHes of tHe regIon’s
CountrYsIDe AnD toWns
and cities and the wide range of
activities and facilities available
in the Asturias make it a largescale theme park to enjoy at
any age, an ideal destination to
enjoy with the family.

Camín Encantau (Enchanted trail). Llanes
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DAY 1

T

he tour begins at the eastern end of
the region, in the Guadalupe Estate
(Colombres), home of the Indianos Archives.
The archives display the emigration of several
generations and are surrounded by extensive
grounds to further enjoy the visit. On the way
to the centre of the region, in Llanes, there are
another two ideal options to enjoy with the
family. You can discover Gulpiyuri inland beach,
near Naves. Gulpiyuri beach is located 100
metres from the coast, with pedestrian access. Or
if you prefer to combine nature and mythology,
then the best choice is the Enchanted Trail, in
the Ardisana Valley, which is linked by wood
carvings of mythological creatures. The starting
point of the trail is in Venta del Pobre, which is
accessed from Posada de Llanes via the AS-115. If
you prefer contact with nature, but less physical
activity, you can visit La Grandera Nature Park, a
zoo devoted to environmental education. The
route continues along the Autovía del Cantábrico
dual carriageway (A-8), to Colunga. Just a few
kilometres from Ballasts, on a privileged vantage
point, is a must visit: the Jurassic Museum.
Shaped like a dinosaur footprint, it displays the
history of these prehistoric giants, some of which
can be viewed full size.

NAVIA
Coaña

LUARCA
A-8

Villacondide

Tineo

N-632

AVILÉS

Arbeyal
San Lorenzo
GIJÓN

Soto del Barco

Pravia
Río Narcea
AS-16
N-634
A-66
Cornellana
Salas
OVIEDO

Ribadesella
Pola
de Siero

T

he Country School Museum in Cabranes allows you
start the day in the classroom and shows the younger
members of the family what a classroom was like barely a
few decades ago. This centre is located in Viñón, accessed
by the AS-255 which links Villaviciosa and Infiesto. There is
another history option in the borough of Bimenes, the Radio
Museum. Located in Suares, it comprises 340 exhibits such as
microphones, radios and gramophones, elements that until
very recently were very useful, but now seem antique. The
museum is accessed via the AS-251 road from Nava. Whilst in
Nava a visit to the Cider Museum is a must, to discover the world
and culture surrounding this drink. The rest of the day can be
devoted to Oviedo. Families can discover the Pre-Romanesque
Interpretation Centre, on Mount Naranco, the Archaeological
Museum, in the city centre, with lots of interactive elements,
the Winter Park and La Manjoya Nature Classroom, which can
be reached on foot along a path. You can also visit to El Bosque,
a nature area with 170 animals, located in Los Molinos.

DAY 3
he third day has its epicentre in Gijón. The Talasoponiente
Centre is a seawater therapy complex and waterpark
situated on Poniente Beach, with a children’s playground and
Gijón Aquarium

Villaviciosa
A-64
N-634

Suares

DAY 2

T

Lastres

Nava Infiesto
Martimporra

Arriondas

Gulpiyuri
Llanes Cobijeru
Posada

Pimiango
Colombres

heated outdoor pool. Without leaving the seaside environment
and within walking distance you find the Aquarium, which offers
visitors a voyage through the world’s seas. You can skate on
Poniente Promenade or take a walk or cycle along San Lorenzo
Promenade. This route continues out into the countryside. Two
other options are the Railway Museum, in the city centre, or the
Botanic Gardens, which can be reached by public transport from
the centre. Entrance is free for the under-12s.

DAY 4

T

oday, you return to the countryside. Heading out of Gijón
on the A-8, take the AS-16 in Soto del Barco to reach
Cornellana. An ideal riverside trail for the family commences in
the Salmon Riverside Park, in La Rodriga, along the River Narcea.
A few kilometres further on along the N-634 you come to Salas
and its crenellated tower dating from the 16th century. The
journey continues on to Tineo, where two possibilities arise.
Navelgas and its Gold Museum enable you to get to know how
this ore is mined and how to pan in a river to extract its remains.
Meanwhile, in El Arenal, an intensive fishing preserve located 3
kilometres from the borough capital of Tineo, you can spend a
day with a rod and tackle or enjoy the recreational area and go
hiking or cycling.

DAY 5

T

he last day is reserved for a foray into the west of Asturias.
Known as the “White Town”, Luarca is one of the most
outstandingly beautiful maritime enclaves on the Asturian coast:
its old quarter, bridges, beaches, harbour with numerous taverns
and restaurants serving fine seafood, the cemetery with excellent
views of the sea, the lighthouse, the Mariners Guild Table, the
village of Villar - birthplace of Nobel Laureate for Medicine Severo
Ochoa -, and other spots are more than an excuse for a stop-off
in the capital of Valdés. The next stop, continuing along the A-8,
is Coaña, in the village of Villacondide. This site is one of the best
preserved hill forts, an ancient settlement that was inhabited
centuries before the Roman conquest. The Eo riverbanks
constitute the end point of this tour. You can enjoy many different
water activities on the mouth of the river, the most relaxing being
a journey by boat to the other end of the estuary, ideal for sharing
some quiet time with the family.
#asturias #tourist guide
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DAY 1

T

Laboral, City of Culture. Gijón

The roots of
Asturias
7 days
It Is possIBLe to trAVeL both through
space and time when touring Asturias.
this is because, from east to west, from
the coast to the inland areas, the region’s
architectural heritage becomes the tracks
of the past and an example of what the
region is today. the proposed route has
a logical territorial order, although its
sections are perfectly interchangeable to
suit each individual traveller.
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he architecture route begins on the banks of River Eo, in
the borough of Castropol. In this strategic situation stands
Peñalba Mansion. Built in 1912 as a summer house by the widow
of an Indiano (the name given to returning Asturian emigrants
who had made their fortune in the Americas), is a fine example
of art nouveau in Asturias. The Pardo Donlebún Mansion is also
found in Castropol, The oldest parts of the mansion’s gardens date
from the 16th century. Next stop: hill fort culture. A half hour’s
drive to the east and just 7 kilometres from Navia, in Villacondide,
brings you to the site of Coaña Hill Fort, which preserves 80
stone huts protected by a thick surrounding wall and a moat
excavated in the rock, a settlement dating back to the 4th century
BC. Before you get to Villacondide, you have the chance to see
another example of this type of settlement in the hill fort of
Mohías, which you reach by taking the N-634 in the vicinity of
Jarrio. Luarca constitutes a staging point. In addition to its natural
amphitheatre overlooking the sea, the Villar neighbourhood is
dotted with some of the best examples of the Indiano style, such
as the Argentina, Excelsior or Barrera and Casa Guatemala villas.

DAY 2

T

he journey continues along the coast to Soto de Luiña. In
this village belonging to the borough of Cudillero, with
easy access from the Autovía del Cantábrico dual carriageway,
can be found the Church of Santa María and its rectory, which
was a former pilgrim hospital. This 18th-century complex is a
listed Property of Cultural Interest. A quarter of an hour away, at
El Pito, just outside the town of Cudillero, travellers can enjoy a

over an earlier settlement. East of the city centre, the traveller
finds the Laboral, City of Culture, an imposing complex occupying
some 27,000 square metres, now partially restored for cultural
and educational purposes.

DAY 4

R

Campo Valdés Roman Baths Museum. Gijón

visit to the Selgas Estate, which requires prior booking to open
its doors. Its outside appearance mirrors the style of traditional
16th-century Italian villas, though it was built in the 19th century.
Inside it displays a unique collection of art bequeathed by the
Selgas-Fagalde family to people of Asturias. From the charm of
classicism to the modernity of the Oscar Niemeyer International
Cultural Centre in Avilés. The complex, comprising three different
buildings laid out in a white public plaza, was designed by the
Brazilian architect. He subsequently donated the design to the
Principality of Asturias. Also worth visiting in this city are the
Marketplace, designed in the Modernist style by the Orbón
Brothers, and Plaza de Las Aceñas, as well as the old quarter,
which is a listed Historic-Artistic Site, with the characteristic
arcades of Galiana Street.

ising high above Oviedo’s skyline stands the Cathedral bell
tower and the “visor” of the Convention Centre designed by
Calatrava. They are the two highest points in the city, the past
and the present, which catch the traveller’s eye. San Salvador
Cathedral was begun in the 13th century on the site of an older,
Pre-Romanesque church. The works lasted three centuries, so it
includes remains of the Romanesque, Gothic and Baroque styles.
The cathedral is nestled in the old quarter, where visitors can take a
tranquil stroll around its pedestrian streets. The Convention Centre
designed by Calatrava is one of the most unique buildings in the
city and is located in the district of Buenavista. Opened in 2011, it
houses a shopping centre, auditorium, hotel and administrative
oﬃce space. However, the most representative form of architecture
in Oviedo is its Asturian Pre-Romanesque, a style that developed
between the 8th and 10th centuries, which can be seen in La
Foncalada Fountain and the Churches of San Julian de los Prados,
San Miguel de Lillo and Santa María del Naranco. The first two are
located within the city. To visit the last two, you need to head up to
Mount Naranco, which also houses a reception and interpretation
centre (check opening times beforehand).

DAY 5

T

he mining valleys open up to the south, where much more
than coal can be found. Some 36 kilometres south of Oviedo
on the A-66, Santa Cristina de Lena constitutes one of the finest
examples of Pre-Romanesque. The Church of Santa Cristina was
built in the mid-9th century and stands on a hill with spectacular
views. Returning north on the A-66, you can take the turning

San Julián de los Prados. Oviedo

DAY 3

G

ijón and its Roman remains are the focus of attention
today. In the outskirts of Gijón, to the west, is La Campa
Torres Archaeological-Nature Park. This spot, located on a scenic
balcony overlooking the sea, consists of three buildings: the
reception centre, museum and lighthouse. The visit revolves
around the remains of an ancient coastal hill fort, which dates
back to the 6th century BC Heading on to the city centre, the
Campo Valdés Roman Baths can be found at the end of the
beach of San Lorenzo, next to the Church of San Pedro. Apart
from its archaeological heritage, the city has beautiful buildings
such as Revillagigedo Palace and the Birthplace of Jovellanos,
both near the town square, and El Bibio Bullring. Just 20 minutes
from the city centre, Veranes preserves the remains of a Roman
settlement. The visit to the site, which is fully accessible, displays
archaeological remains of a 4th-century AD villa that was built
#asturias #tourist guide
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Tapia de
Casariego

Castropol

Navia

N-634
Luarca

AVILÉS

GIJÓN

A-8

Coaña

Villaviciosa

Ribadesella
N-632

A-66

Noreña

OVIEDO

Pola de Siero

N-634

Colombres

Langreo
Mieres

Visitor Centre of the Bustiello Mining Village. Mieres

to Ujo and Turón to then head for Bustiello mining
village, a small model village built between 1890
and 1925 by the Hullera Española coal company,
which has been restored. There you can visit the
church, the old social club, the sanatorium and
the houses, built following the Mulhouse model of
social housing, which received an award at the Paris
Exposition in 1867. The Autovía Minera or Mining
Valleys Dual Carriageway, which starts in Mieres, takes
you to Langreo, where you can see another example
of architecture linked to coal mining: Samuño
Ecomuseum, at the former San Luis Pit. These facilities
are in the village of El Caldavíu (Ciaño) and include
the experience of a 2-kilometre ride on an old mining
train. Although the borough also boasts other more
current examples, such as Juan Carlos Beiro Sports
Centre, whose original design, nestled in the heart
of the industrial heritage of the mining valleys, has
received several awards.

DAY 6

T

he architecture route continues eastward
with a first stop in Pola de Siero to enjoy the
marketplace, designed by engineer Ildefonso Sánchez
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del Río. The uniqueness of the market, built in 1930,
lies in the shape of its domed roof and an inside that
is raised without a single column. The possibilities
multiply to the east. If you head out of Pola de Siero
on the N-634, you can visit the Romanesque churches
of San Esteban, in Aramil, and of Santiago and Santa
María de Narzana, both in Sariego. If, however, you
choose to take the Autovía del Cantábrico dual
carriageway towards Santander, you will soon reach
Villaviciosa and, from there, Valdedios on the AS-267
regional road. The aim of this detour is to contemplate
the Monastery of Santa María La Real and the small
convent called “El Conventín”, another example of PreRomanesque heritage. Back on the dual carriageway,
the journey continues on to Colunga where you can
find the Pre-Romanesque Church of Santiago de
Gobiendes, 4 kilometres outside the borough capital.
From Colunga, you can return inland over El Alto
del Fito to reach Arriondas. At the top, you will be
surprised by the original design of its scenic balcony,
opened in 1927.

DAY 7

F

ollowing a stroll around Arriondas, on the banks
of the River Sella, through the town’s unique
squares, the last day of the tour begins. The first
stop is in Cangas de Onís, to the Monastery of San
Pedro de Villanueva, built on pre-Roman ruins in
the 8th century and now converted into a parador
luxury hotel. You cannot leave the area without
visiting the centre of Cangas and its “Roman” bridge,
a structure which, curiously, is so named after this
style, but actually dates from a later time. The route
continues on to Llanes (50 minutes’ drive), which
means it is necessary to return to Arriondas to take
the N-634 that will take you back onto the Autovía
del Cantábrico dual carriageway or continue on the
AS-114 and AS-115 along a much more scenic route.
In the town of Llanes village, you can walk inside its
medieval historical-artistic quarter and also compare
this setting with more modern buildings like the
social club (casino), inspired by Indiano architecture.
Asturians emigrants to America were part of the
beginning of the trip and will be part of its final
stretch. The Indianos Archives opened its doors in
Colombres, Ribadedeva, in the Guadalupe Estate, a
truly beautiful setting.

Picos de Europa from the Sueve Mountain Range

Sea and
mountains, a
unique blend
7 days
tHe oVerWHeLmIng proXImItY of
tHe mountAIns to tHe seA, which
gives shape to the Asturian landscape,
culminates in the east of the region, where
just 20 kilometres separate the picos de
europa from the coast. the principality of
Asturias is an ideal region for combining
seaside and mountain trips, with rivers
linking up the two settings. You can enjoy
hiking trails and beaches in summer or
tour the coastline and discover the region’s
heritage in winter.

Eo Green Route. San Tirso de Abres

DAY 1

T

he tour starts in the west. The starting point on the first day is Vegadeo,
a town halfway between the sea and the mountains, where you can visit
the Church of Our Lady of the Assumption, the emblematic Town Hall building,
located in a 19th-century urban expansion area, and the House of Elisa and Luis
Villamil, which accommodates the town’s cultural centre. In the neighbourhood
of Abres can be found Miranda Mansion, built in the 18th century on the site of an
earlier construction. The former Monastery of San Esteban de Piantón was already
documented in 1079, although the oldest remains still standing today date from
the 16th century. Leaving Vegadeo behind, you can head for San Tirso de Abres
on the N-640 to visit the River Eo Fishing Interpretation Centre, located on the first
floor of the former training centre founded by emigrants in Havana. San Tirso is
an ideal spot to get to know the setting thanks to the 12-km Eo Riverside Path (a
greenway that runs along an old railroad), or the Pena do Encanto Route, where,
according to legend, an enchanted lady with a silver comb comes out of the rock
every Midsummer’s Eve. From San Tirso, you head for the unquestionable charm of
the coast of this borough which boasts Nature Reserves like that of Barayo, which
you can enjoy on the second day of the tour.

DAY 2

A

quick foray into the land of the vaqueiros (nomadic mountain herdsmen)
deserves at least a day, driving along the roads linking Valdés and Tineo.
Some of the most beautiful beaches in the Asturias can be found on this coastline,
including Barayo Nature Reserve, which borders Navia, and the beaches at Otur,
Cadavedo and Cueva, which boast all the necessary amenities. And also a town
like Luarca, where the harbour, beaches, cemetery, lighthouse, the Mariners Guild
Table, the “kissing bridge”, the old quarter and the Indiano villas built by returning
emigrants who had made their fortune in the Americas make up an ideal setting
for a stroll that will allow you to enjoy the town’s maritime atmosphere. From
this fishing town, the AS-219 towards Pola de Allande takes you to the brañas,
#asturias #tourist guide
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mountain meadows dotted with herdsmen’s dwellings, among
which is that of Aristébano, famous for its vaqueiro weddings.
Twenty-two kilometres from Luarca can be found the Vaqueiro
Museum, which explains this culture marked by nomadic herding
of livestock. The museum is divided into two parts, the first being
located in the neighbourhood of Barzanietxa, west of the village
of Navaral. The second is situated in Folgueras del Río. These
facilities are complemented by four organized routes around the
seven brañas in the area. Information on these routes is available
at the museum. Less than five kilometres away, the Gold Museum
in Navelgas brings this long day to a close.

DAY 3

T

he day begins on the El Silencio Beach, also known as
Gavieiru or Gavieiro Beach, in Castañeras, sixteen kilometres
west of Cudillero. You have to park the car in a small authorized
area and continue on foot for about ten minutes. The fishing
town of Cudillero, one of the most unique in the region, is well
worth a visit. This tour can also be a good excuse to become
acquainted with traditional salmon fishing. Less than half-anhour drive along the Autovía del Cantábrico dual carriageway
(A-8) brings you to Pravia and the Salmon House, which offers
free guided tours but is only open prior advance booking. The
Salmon Trail is nearby, in Cornellana (borough of Salas), providing
an ideal way to become acquainted with this environment.
This flat, 11-km trail links Cornellana and Barcena. There is also
a 14-km round-trip hiking trail from Cornellana to Puente de
Quinzanas. The borough capital, Salas, is nearby. The old quarter
of this medieval town, which was very important on the Way of
St James, preserves architectural “gems” such as the Collegiate
Church and Valdés Salas Castle, birthplace of the founder of the
University of Oviedo, Fernando Valdés Salas. To sweeten the stroll
into the past, nothing better than a rich local confectionery made
from hazelnuts called “carajitos del professor”.

DAY 4

T

he Aramo Range Protected Landscape casts its shadow
over Oviedo, constituting a green southern border for the
metropolitan area of central Asturias. Three peaks stand out on
the horizon at over 1,500 metres: El Gamoniteiru, La Gamonal and
El Barriscal. The summit of El Angliru, which can be reached by
car (N-630 towards Mieres, and then the AS-231 towards Riosa),
is a good starting point for organising a hike. Those willing to
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travel a little further can pay a visit to one of the two Asturian ski
resorts: Valgrande-Pajares (60 kilometres from Oviedo) or Fuentes
de Invierno (65 kilometres). In winter you can enjoy the snow and
at other times of the year you can get to know the mountains.

DAY 5

C

olunga and Piloña, two boroughs that are virtually the
gateway to the eastern part of the region, are also sea and
mountains. Colunga has beaches like La Isla and La Griega, the
latter boasting a dinosaur footprints trail. A short distance from
there is La Espasa Beach park, a paradise for hikers, surfers and kite
flying enthusiasts which belongs to the neighbouring borough
of Caravia. You can head inland from the coast via the AS-258
mountain road that ends very near to Infiesto, the borough capital
of Piloña. Halfway you can also take a different route, along the AS358, which crosses the Sueve Range, passes by Borines and ends

near Villamayor. In Infiesto, there is the Church of San Antonio and
the House of Time and, only one kilometre away on the AS-254,
the Shrine of Our Lady of the Cave. If you prefer to head up into
the mountains, a good option is La Pesanca Recreational Area;
surrounded by woods, it is the starting point for a number of
hiking trails. This natural area is accessed via the PL-4, a local road
which links up with the N-634 a few kilometres from the borough
capital. The route, which follows the course of the River Infierno,
takes the traveller into Redes Biosphere Reserve.

DAY 6

E
Llanes and Cuera Mountain Range

Cadavedo and La Riberoina Beaches. Valdés

ast of Piloña there is another lush mountain area to be
discovered, conserved by Ponga and its Nature Park. Thirtyseven percent of this territory is forest. The elevation of the
terrain ranges from 300 to 2,100 metres above sea level. One
of the recommended hiking trails is the Peloño Forest Trail,
a path of nearly 25 kilometres in length crossing a territory
declared a Partial Nature Reserve, one of its major attractions
being an extensive beech wood. You can likewise enjoy nature
while practising rafting in Viboli and Carangas canyons, or even
canyoning. Just one hour from Ponga (fifty-four kilometres), the
Bay of Biscay flows into Ribadesella through its estuary. A walk
along Santa María Beach and the harbour to La Guía Chapel
reconciles the traveller with the sea.

DAY 7

T

he last day heads back in the opposite direction, from the
sea breeze to the winds of the Picos. Dotting the coast of
Llanes are blowholes, cavities carved into the rock by the sea,
which rises to the surface through cracks like chimneys. They
amplify the sound of crashing waves. When there is a high tide,
they even blow seawater up into the air. The most famous are
the Arenillas (one kilometre from Puertas de Vidiago), Santiuste
(near Buelna) and Guadamía Blowholes. The journey continues
towards Bustio, the last fishing harbour in Asturias, almost on
the border with Cantabria, to then take the N-621 road towards
Peñamellera Baja. There can be found Buelles Willow Forest, a
forest running along the banks of the River Cares between El
Mazo, Narganes and Buelles. You can also fish there in season
if you have a fishing permit. The last stop is Peñamellera Alta,
which retains some of the best fishing preserves in the region,
such as Niserias and Rubena. Mountain biking enthusiasts have
a unique opportunity to enjoy the route between Mier and La
Molinuca. Those who prefer a more leisurely activity can visit the
Honey Educational Exhibition, in Alles, a centre devoted to the
dissemination of beekeeping.
#asturias #tourist guide
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Legend
POPULATION ENTITIES

OVIEDO

Capital of the autonomous community
Pop. +100.000 people.
Pop. 20.000 - 100.000 people.
Pop. 5.000 - 20.000 people.
Pop. 500 - 5.000 people.
Pop. 100 - 500 people.
Pop. 0 - 100 people.
Municipal capital

2-day route
1. The cradle of the “ferreiros”
2. Between capes. From Cape Vidio to Cape Busto
3. The Asturian “El Dorado”
4. The “Indiano” views over the River Nalón
5. The dream of steel
6. Oviedo, Pre-Romanesque and the Bear Valleys
7. Cape Peñas and its surroundings
8. Gijón and the Nora River meadowlands
9. The dinosaur coast
10. The allure of eastern Asturias in the Picos de Europa

5-day route
7-day route
11. Hill fort culture and the Navia River History Park
21. The roots of Asturias
12. Bold viticulture in a Biosphere Reserve
22. Sea and mountains, a unique blend
13. The Memory of Rome on the Camín Real de la Mesa
14. The Central Mountains or the “Olympus of Cycling”
15. The heart of mining
16. Cider, the drink that Strabo promoted
17. Through the Sueve Range and Ponga Nature Park
18. The infinite charm of the Picos de Europa
19. The soul of the Americas in Ribadesella, Llanes and Colombres
20. Asturias, with the family

CARRETERAS
Highway or freeway
State road
Regional road
County road
Local road
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22
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16
18
10

15
14

LÍMITES
Province limit
Municipality limit
Parks limits

FERROCARRILES
F.F.C.C. wide track
F.F.C.C. close track

DIVERSOS
Order number
Puerto de San
Isidro
1.520
Gamoniteiru
1.786

Mountain pass
River, reservoir, dam
Peaks

1. Castropol
2. Vegadeo
3. San Tirso de Abres
4. Taramundi
5. Villanueva de Oscos
6. Santa Eulalia de Oscos
7. San Martín de Oscos
8. Pesoz
9. Grandas de Salime
10. Ibias
11. Degaña
12. Cangas del Narcea
13. Allande
14. Illano

15. Boal
16. Tapia
17. El Franco
18. Coaña
19. Villayón
20. Navia
21. Valdés
22. Tineo
23. Belmonte
24. Somiedo
25. Teverga
26. Yernes y Tameza
27. Grado
28. Salas

29. Pravia
30. Cudillero
31. Muros del Nalón
32. Castrillón
33. Soto del Barco
34. Illas
35. Candamo
36. Las Regueras
37. Oviedo
38. Ribera de Arriba
39. Santo Adriano
40. Proaza
41. Morcín
42. Riosa

43. Quirós
44. Lena
45. Aller
46. Mieres
47. Langreo
48. Siero
49. Noreña
50. Llanera
51. Corvera
52. Avilés
53. Gozón
54. Carreño
55. Gijón
56. Villaviciosa

57. Sariego
58. Cabranes
59. Nava
60. Bimenes
61. San Martín del Rey
Aurelio
62. Laviana
63. Sobrescobio
64. Caso
65. Piloña
66. Colunga
67. Caravia
68. Ribadesella
69. Parres

70. Ponga
71. Amieva
72. Cangas de Onís
73. Onís
74. Llanes
75. Cabrales
76. Peñamellera Alta
77. Peñamellera Baja
78. Ribadedeva
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